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CJ Re Goldhagen's book-yes, the Ger
mans were Hitler's willing eXeaJtioners,
but only in the same sense and in the
same spirit that Jews were Stalin's willing
executioners.
200

a Bills in Congress are usually named for
their sponsors. Why the UBrady Bill?" Did
they think a Schumer or Metzenbaum Bill
might hit too close to home?

174

CJ One Majority charader trait precludes
organized adion. That is the "isolated in
dividual syndrome," which causes most
white Americans to view themselves and
others as isolated, atomized grains of
sand. They can't imagine working togeth
er for a common goal. They don't see
tribes, races or groups--only individuals.
When they do belong to something, they
try to get personal advantage over other
members in one way or another. Women
negled or even abandon their children
because they interfere with the endless
upartying" they believe life should be.
Many don't care if civilization collapses
because MI'II be dead and gone by that
time." Many don't care if we are ruled by
an alien minority. Mlf they can get here,
more power to them."
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CJ The real reason nothing changes is one
we dare not speak about. Most Ameri
cans are mindless idiots. In a society
where politicians are judged by whether
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they are unice" or umean" or smile a lot,
the instant message is simply over every
one's head. If I could afford it, I'd move
to Europe. This is a worldwide struggle. I
and my family might have a better
chance of survival in more politically as
tute surroundings.

402

CJ Amid all the discussion of the Holo
caust, why doesn't anybody mention Erh
ard Milch, Goring's half-Jewish chief of
stam Or the fad that Freud's family was
allowed to leave Vienna? Or the fad that
the Vienna Rothschilds were allowed to
go to Switzerland? Warum dennl

204

CJ Welfare for illegal aliens, increased
immigration, multilingualism, gay mar
riage, abolition of capital punishment
and bailouts for Bosnia, Haiti and Israel!
Setting aside the question of right or
wrong, shouldn't the American people
decide these matters1ls it defensible that
judges or Mopinion makers" make these
vital decisions?

302

CJ Now and then on the back page of the
newspaper a little article will appear
about Israeli economic spying on the
u.s. Woe betide the business whose se
crets are stolen by the Jewish state! Who
would care about their complaint?

915

CJ Perhaps it's just fall and the strains of
the September Sons are growing louder.
Whatever the reason, I find myself grow
ing less interested in what becomes of
my species in general and my race in
particular. It takes a humongous ego on
the part of man to consider what hap
pens to this biological accident resting
on an incredibly insignificant speck of
mud and rock to be of the slightest im
portance. So because of overpopula
tion and dysgenics we cease to exist.
So what?

323

CJ Ifs said that Saudi Arabia may soon go
the way of the Shah's Iran. In both cases
the leaders were weakened by their ties
to Israel's great benefactor, the U.S. Too
bad our foreign policy cannot serve our
interests!

775

CJ Of course we mustn't call it a conspir
acy, but it does seem a bit strange that

Jewish sociologists and their liberal
friends still maintain that America's
strength lies in its genetic/cultural diver
sity. If diversity is so beneficial, why is it
strictly outlawed in Israel? One would
think that these intellectuals who are so
enthusiastically promoting diversity in
this country could see what it has done
to Bosnia, South Africa, Ireland, the U.S.
and many other countries.

208

CJ A thesis must not be rejeded a priori
because it is biased. The bias may be jus
tified by the facts, but it must be meas
ured against the facts. More than one
book must always be consulted. No book
contains all the facts. Arguments must be
addressed before they can be confirmed
or refuted. That which is not read by an
open mind can never be evaluated. Any
one can be wrong, but a mind which will
not admit the possibility of error will
never learn.

264

CJ The self-made gallows is the most diffi
cult to wriggle out of.
111

CJ It was nice to see white guys in the
U.S. Open playing tennis in the tradition
al white shirts, the exception being that
pigeon-toed, earring-flaunting Agassi.

781

CJ Why should hardline Zionists, in Pales
tine or anywhere else, have so little re
gard for the rights of other people? Be-
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,
cause for them there are no other peo
ple! The Talmud tells them so. By classi
fying all the rest of us as subhuman, it
maintains that Jews are the only people
in the world. The Talmud is regarded with
such reverence that they say God himself
must stand up to read it.
Canadian subscriber

and edification. For our long-distance
move earlier this summer, I did not en
trust my Instauratioo collection to the
moving company. The magazines came
with us in the car, which ranked them
right up there with my firearms and my
wife's jewelry!
532

o

o There is a difference in my and Instau

Bought a nice little retirement place
out in the country near San Diego? Bet
ter get a pooper-scooper to clean up af
ter passing iIIegals. Want to wave Old
Glory on a downtown LA. Street? You'll
probably wind up in the emergency
room. Where is the army ? Too busy in
Haiti, Bosnia, Sinai and Kurdistan to
waste time on the likes of you!
920

ration's approach to race and that is my
concern here. I am of course a racist, but
I am a pious racist. Instauration and Da
vid Duke are fervent racists, but I wish to
argue that fervor is unbecoming a gentle
man.
708

o Dole is just too damn dumb to be pres

that lIimmigrants enrich Canada." Just
try to imagine some Jamaican kicking
dust in Kingston suddenly hitting himself
on the forehead and saying, "1 think I
have to go to Canada and enrich those
poor souls!"
Canadian Subscriber

ident. How in the world can he possibly
think he has a chance of a snowball in
Hades against the consummate politi
cian, Bill Clinton? Every other day Clin
ton is on the tube with more goodies to
give away-all costing very little and
meaning even less. The Romeo of the
Ozarks is so crafty it's positively scary!
823

o

o Given

o I am sick and tired of hearing the line

It's common to see a photo of some
wretched black toddler with the caption:
IIWhat will the West do?" The text then
explains why we are morally obligated to
bailout Rwanda, Somalia, Haiti, Burun
di, Liberia-you name it. The inference is
that we whites stand idly by because we
are evil.
050

o IIWashingtoo Post Deplores Deporting
Illegal Alien Criminals" ran the scream
ing headline in Spanish in the Mexican
newspaper, EI Financiero. Our world tru
ly has gone utterly topsy-turvy!
910

o The lower orders are now numerically
superior to the Obermenschen by a huge
and growing factor. The total collapse of
IIdemocracy" is but a matter of time.
224

o

To me Instauration is every bit the
physical and mental tooic it purports to
be. It goes without saying that I look for
ward to receiving the latest issue. But I
also place great value 00 my back issues,
which I frequently reread for inspiration

the extent to which America's
foreign policy is now controlled by peo
ple whose first loyalty is lito the Tribe,"
can the U.S. any longer be considered an
independent country? Its future will be
decided in Jerusalem! And in that future,
most Americans will be in much the
same position as the Palestinians--.an un
derclass in their own country. Welcome
to the New World Order!
Canadian subscriber

o The Jew is anxious to prove that he is
clever. The only way to beat him in a de
bate is to hold him to a very specific point
and not let him run all over the court to
score a goal while you are off guard. I
am going to study videos of two Jews
from the O.J. defense team, Shapiro and
Dirtyvich, the Harvard professor who
spells his name differently. These are, I
think, good laboratory specimens. Dirty
vich, frequently on talk shows, is a loco
motive with a full head of steam.
080

moved to the one place where his ac
complishments are still appreciated.
113

o

Have you seen this T-shirt? A huge,
muscular Negro is depicted beside a
wimpy white. The caption reads: II Any
questionsll?"
118

o Who still believes that Mexicans woo't
take over our Southern states? In this
small Texas town, New Braunfels, found
ed by Germans, I heard on the radio
about the death of one Mexican woman.
I didn't hear how many children she had,
but she left 47 grandchildren and S1
great-grandchildren!
781

o Lately I've been

reading a lot about
gay marriage and other gay rights. The
gist is that it is at least as good to be ho
mosexual as heterosexual. If homos can
marry, why should anyone object to po
lygamy, incest or pedophilia? Supporters
of the queer lifestyle believe that school
children should be taught about it and
homos should come to class to discuss
their views. There are already textbooks
for use even by young children, such as
Heather Has Two Mommies or Billy's
Daddy Belongs to Gay Pride. There
should also be homosexual clubs in
school and counseling for children who
may wonder which lifestyle suits them
best. Then, too, there should be punish
ment for children insensitive to homos,
just as would be the case were they in
sensitive about race or religion. My ques
tion: How do you feel about your chil.
dren or grandchildren being educated in
this environment?
704

o Lazar Kaganovich died peacefully in a
non-Communist Moscow. Marcus Wolf
has just moved to Israel. Ever notice how
certain mass murderers of the 20th cen
tury have managed to escape being put
on trial? In the case of Wolf, he had the
chutzpah to tell those he persecuted that
his crimes weren't crimes at all. But the
Germans weren't having any of it. The
old Stasi chief finally shut his mouth and
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Whose foreign policy is it, anyway?

Deep Politics
nderstanding the U.S. government's policy in the
Middle East is a difficult task. Historical and geo
political complexities aside, much of the difficulty
stems from the failure of our leaders and our commenta
tors to communicate what is going on over there, let alone
explain it.
Sure, there are those endless talking television faces
first among them Secretary of State Warren Christopher,
his ageless woodsprite's wizened visage mouthing end
lessly the incantatory words, lithe peace process, the
peace process." By these gnomic recitations, however,
Christopher and his policy gnomes stake out no subterra
nean treasure; they mean only to denote all that has hap
pened and is happening in the troubled realms of Araby
since the U.S. taxpayers began financing the costly separ
ate peace between Egypt and Israel in 1979.
As if a weatherman, storm wind blowing in his face, as
a hurricane beats up the coast, could only bleat, "The
weather! The weather!"
It is the omnipresence of that sort of analysis that
makes a January essay in the N.Y. Times such a stimulat
ing read. Writing in the house daily of what Harvard histo
rian Ernest May has called the "foreign policy public" (his
diplomatic way of saying that only a small minority of the
population has an interest in America's external affairs,
not to mention the knowledge to understand them), Lind
and Heilbrunn put a rare reportorial spin on America's re
cent role in Bosnia, its current policy in the Persian Gulf
and the thrust of its entire strategy in the Near and Middle
East. By their reading-or what these two New Republic
editors care to convey of it-of America's recent public
adventures and private arrangements from Bosnia to the
Persian Gulf, the U.S. has embarked once more on the
course of empire.
According to these eggheads, the first American em
pire, acquired in the aftermath of the Spanish-American
War, expired after 1945. The second, the Cold War quilt
of allies and protectorates, was superseded by the collapse
of Soviet communism. Now is the time, Lind and Heil
brunn enjoin us-their article presumes to prescribe as it
describes-to leave our European friends to their own de
vices and back away from the inviting allures and looming
menaces of East Asia. For a brave new destiny beckons
from the Levant, we are informed: "The regions once
ruled by the Ottoman Turks show signs of becoming the
heart of a Third American Empire. II
Enlivened by the heralding of this ~eartwarming news,
the authors, now dancing like Hasidim in holy transport,
now whirling like dervishes, clasp Turkey and Bosnia, the
Saudis, Kuwaitis and Gulf sheikdoms, in joyous embrace.

U
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America's priciest foreign paramour, generally caressed in
the pages of the Times and the New Republic with bland
ishments worthy of the "Song of Solomon," here merits
coyer regard: "The increasing importance that the United
States attaches to the region can also be deteded in our
new degree of intimacy with Israel." With rather more
frankness (and doubtless an eye to the rising electoral
strength of the radical "Islamists"), Heilbrunn and Lind ac
knowledge that the Third Empire will dispense all the can
tankerous cant about spreading "self-determination" and
"democracy."
In line with today's canons of accepted commentary
on American foreign policy, Lind and Heilbrunn refrain
from naming any benefit that the grand new imperium
might bri ng to the people who have to pay for it.
While we of the American Nation might fume, froth
and fret over the authors' neglect of the Majority's weal
and their less than forthright acknowledgement of the Zi
onist lobby's overarching influence over U.S. policy,
nonetheless we owe them thanks for their small measure
of candor. (Did we really expect Lind and Heilbrunn to
state the obvious, that the Israeli entanglement has ren
dered the conduct of our Mideast diplomacy as effective
as an alligator's essaying a Rachmaninoff concerto on a
grand piano?)
It remains only to weigh the implications. As the au
thors state forthrightly, the empire they welcome means
that the stated American policy of ensuring no "outside"
domination of the Gulf oil is to be transformed into Ameri
can domination of that vital resource-a domination, Lind
and Heilbrunn clearly imply, aimed not so much at the
fly-specked sheikdoms and transitory tyrants of the area,
but at our erstwhile allies in East Asia and the white heart
land of Europe.
The authors' proclamation of the Third American Em
pire coincides with and effectively acknowledges the wid
ening of our circle of enemies to encompass the larger Is
lamic world, a reservoir of ill will encompassing po
tentiallya billion enemies from the South Seas to the Atlas
Mountains and, thanks to our misguided immigration poli
cies, to our very doorstep.
If Lind and Heilbrunn are correct, then the U.S.
including the uncomprehending majority of the American
Majority-has at length acquired a foreign policy to match
the domestic policy the imposition of which it has suf
fered-nolens volens--over the past several decades: in
theory, contemptuous of the white race and its European
heritage; in practice, actively hostile.
What if our pol icymakers are wrong and have decreed
no secret empire and intend no oily blackmail of the

world's productive peoples?
Little in the policy equation changes. There will be
more talk of "democracy," of course, but this will mean
an allegiance to Hollywood's exports and a willingness to
"consume" high-tech products from Silicon Valley and its
analogues in Israel, rather than a "formalistic adherence"
to the "one man, one vote" slogan that has hardly proved
its validity in sub-Saharan Africa.
Our "bipartisan" leadership, emboldened by our
mercenary armed forces, will continue forays against the
motley, but ever widening array, of our and Zion's ene
mies. "Democracy" will be misused to "destabilize" Un
cle Sam's friends and clients among the sheiks and emirs,
thereby sowi ng further disruption and spurring the evacua
tion of new streams of refugees from America's quondam

clients. A few dispirited flotsam, joined by their fellows
pouri ng into America by other paths, will doubtless de
spise the Great Satan, connive at new acts of domestic ter
ror, which will prove conveniently traceable to our Mid
east enemy of the month, and incense the citizenry at
large, consequently enabling a new cycle.
An endless loop, a closed circle, an Eternal Present,
the 1984 of Orwell, the "perpetual war for perpetual
peace" foreseen by Charles Beard, in which, however, the
American Majority, historyless as fellahin, slouches un
comprehendingly not toward Bethlehem or Gomorrah,
but toward its appointment in Samarra, its own racial "end
of history."
Yes, we do have a foreign policy. It so happens, how
ever, it's not ours.
MORIARTY

Non-Debates About Non-Issues
n the old days before truth in politics became totally
outmoded, a debate consisted of two rivals for publ ic
office standing up, facing each other and having at it.
Debates these days, such as the travesties that occurred in
Hartford and San Diego between Billy the Cad and the Fu
neral Director, consist of two totally unprincipled profes
sional pols answering soft questions tossed at them by a
liberal interlocutor or carefully selected third parties. Bor
ing sleep-inducing spectacles, to say the least, especially
since the answers from the two human VCRs were restrict
ed largely to numbing numbers-growth rates, tax raises
or cuts, budget deficits, Medicareand Social Security
shortfalls, and other financial abracadabra-and were re
peated two, three and four times. Hardly a word about
open-door immigration which is the greatest threat to Ma
jority survival. Not a syllable about the racial murders that
are thi nni ng Majority ranks at the rate of some 1,500 a
year. A few non sequiturs from Clinton in support of the
affirmative action programs which have cost tens or hun
dreds of thousands of hard-working Majority members
their jobs, their promotions and their family's economic
security and peace of mi nd.
That the best this once great country can do is throw
up two creatures like Dole and Clinton to vie for the presi
dency is disheartening, if not dismaying. There's only one
thing to be said for Dole, whose campaign was a monu
mental exercise in stupidity and futility. If he had won the
presidency, he would not have appointed, as Clinton did,
a Jew to be head of the CIA, Jews to run the Treasury,
Commerce and Labor Depts., a Jew to reign over the na
tion's banking system, a Jewess as UN Ambassador and
two Jews to push minority causes in the Supreme Court.
Old George Wallace to the contrary, who was shot

I

and permanently paralyzed for his dissent from main
stream politics, there is more than a dime's worth of differ
ence between the candidates. Call it a quarter's worth.
The difference is that the mi nority side of the American ra
cial conflict gets another boost from the reelection of Clin
ton, the Nordic sellout. If Dole, the barely Nordic push
over, had moved into the White House, the Majority side
would have received a slight push, especially in the battle
field of racial preferences. Now, with Clinton victorious,
the attack on antiwhite discrimination will once again be
blunted, though we must all take some heart from what is
happening in California. The anti~immigration proposition
passed but was sabotaged by a Jewish lady judge. Will the
same fate await the anti-affirmative action initiative? (Since
the above words were written before November 5, the
writer was forced to base his electoral assumptions on the
numbers provided by the obnoxious polls.)
The one positive note to the non-debates and the elec
tion is that their downright emptiness and negativism will
help speed Der Ta{5t the day when the Majority is finally
forced to put up or shut up, the day the U.S. begins to re
capture its lost nationhood or becomes once and for all a
New World version of blackest Africa.
If the latter occurs-and it seems the likelier outcome
it's better for the country to go down all at once than to
sink slowly into the sump of total deracination. Then at
least the remnants of human evolution's most advanced
genes, before they rot away, may somehow reassemble
and reconnect and once more start the often interrupted
march to the higher than man. This, of course, is only a
long-shot prayer. But it's all we've got. Otherwise the
death of the United States will be profitless-no lessons
learned, no mistakes rectified, no reincarnation.
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The Fate of Brooklyn-Born Lord Haw Haw

T

he 1946 hangi ng of Wi II iam Joyce is a good exam
ple of the depths to which WWII victors sank in or
der to punish those who sided with Germany. Al
though not a British citizen, Joyce was convicted of high
treason for his pro-Nazi radio broadcasts.
Evidence presented at Joyce's trial showed that his fa
ther, Michael, was born in 1869 in Ireland and emigrated
to the U.S. in 1888. On October 25, 1894, he became a
naturalized American citizen. William's mother, Gertrude
Emily Brooks, who was born in England, moved to the
U.S. and married Michael at the All Saints Church in New
York City on May 2, 1905. When Mrs. Joyce visited Eng
land in 1917, she was required to register as an alien in
the land of her birth.
William Joyce was born April 24, 1906, at 1377 Herki
men St., Brooklyn, New York. In accordance with U.S.
law he automatically became an American citizen.
In 1909 the Joyce family moved to Ireland, residing in
itially at County Mayor, later at Galway. In 1921 the Joyces
moved to London. William, having passed the necessary
exams, took up the study of science at Battersea Polytech
nic in 1922. The following year he switched to English lit
erature and history at Birkbeck College, graduating in
1927.
From 1923 to 1925, Joyce was a member of the British
Fascists, an organization whose activities were largely di
rected against communism. During a street encounter be
tween the Browns and the Reds, Joyce was slashed in the
face with a razor, which left him scarred for Ijfe.
In 1928 Joyce signed up for a one-year postgraduate
program in philology. From 1929 to 1930 he was a spokes
man for the Conservative Party. In 1931-33 he studied
psychology at King's College in London. He then joined
Sir Oswald Mosley's British Union of Fascists. In Decem
ber 1934, he was charged along with Mosley and others
with riotous assembly at Worthing. The defendants were
all acquitted.
In 1937, Joyce formed his own group, the National So
cial ist League. I n September of that year he wrote Nation
al Socialism Now and authored many articles and pamph
lets on the same theme. He disbanded the organization
shortly before he moved to Germany in 1939. While a
member of the League he was twice charged with assault.
Both times the charges were dismissed.
Several years earlier, on July 4, 1933, Joyce had ap
plied for a British passport, falsely claiming he was a Brit
ish subject, "born at Rutledge Terrac~, Galway, Ireland."
He received his passport, which was renewed several
times, the last time on August 24, 1939. Britain and France
declared war on Germany ten days later.
On August 27, 1939, seven days before the official
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outbreak of war, Joyce and his second wife, Margaret Caines
White, moved to Germany. Between September 18, 1939,
and April 30, 1945, he regularly broadcast in Engl ish for
the German Broadcasting Service from stations located in
Hamburg and Bremen. In 1940 he wrote and published in
German Twilight Over Europe. Some 100,000 copies in
German and English editions were sold on the continent.
In September 1940, Joyce was granted German nation
ality. On April 12, 1941, he was issued a German military
passport and appointed chief English commentator on
German Radio a year later. On September 1, 1944, the
Kriegsverdienstkreuz First Class (a civilian award) was con
ferred on him by Adolf Hitler.
"This is Jairmancy calling" was the way Joyce would
begin his broadcasts. There were few in Britain with ac
cess to a radio who did not tune in occasionally, if not reg
ularly, during the war to Joyce's programs, which were di
rected primarily at Brits dissatisfied with conditions at home.

William Joyce doing his bit for Germany

Joyce's voice has been described by a British detractor
as "irritating," "a hybrid between a Yankee twang and an
Irish brogue." When he began broadcasting from Germa
ny, British authorities were concerned about the effects on
public morale. They were pleased when a journalist, Jonah
Barrington of the London Daily Express, christened Joyce,
"Lord Haw Haw." The name stuck.
On May 28, 1945, Joyce encountered two British offi
cers near Flensburg on the Danish frontier. One officer
shot at Joyce, wounding him in the leg. Taken captive, he
was brought to England on June 16. Two days later he was
charged with high treason.
On September 17, Joyce was arraigned and entered a

"not guilty" plea. He was charged with three specific acts.
The first count alleged that, as being a person owing alle
giance to the King, he had adhered to the King's enemies
by broadcasting anti-British propaganda between Septem
ber 18, 1939, and May 29, 1945. The second count al
leged that, as being a person owing allegiance to the King,
he adhered to the King's enemies by purporting to be
come a naturalized German. During the trial these two
counts were amended by substituting "being a British sub
ject owing allegiance" for "being a person owing alle
giance," thereby indicating the prosecution would make a
point of his British nationality. The evidence of Joyce's
American national ity was "really overwhelmi ng," presid
ing Justice Tucker noted. He directed the jury to return a
"not guilty" verdict on the two charges.
The third count alleged that Joyce, being a person ow
ing allegiance to the King, adhered to the King's enemies
elsewhere than within the realm by broadcasting between
September 18, 1939, and July 2, 1940. The latter date
marked the expiration of Joyce's British passport. Because
he had a British passport, even though it was not used to
illegally enter or leave Germany, he had committed high
treason by favorably comparing Germany to Britain.

Under the British treason act, testimony of at least two
witnesses was required, either both to the same overt act
or one witness to one overt act and a second witness to
another overt act. During the trial only one witness con
nected Joyce directly with the broadcasts. There was no
testimony thanhe broadcasts in any way harmed Britain.
Justice Tucker ruled as a matter of law that Joyce owed
an allegiance to the British Crown because of the issuance
of the passport, a legal determi nation never previously tak
en in British law. The judge left to the jury's decision the
question of whether Joyce had "adhered" to the King's en
emies without any instruction as to the meaning of the term.
On September 19, Joyce was convicted on this count
and immediately sentenced to death. On September 27,
Joyce appealed his conviction to the Court of Criminal Ap
peals, which dismissed it without opinion on November 7.
An appeal was then taken to the House of Lords, which
also dismissed it without opinion on December 18.
On January 3, 1946, William Joyce was hanged at Wands
worth Prison. A crowd of 300 persons, including some
children, gathered outside the prison. According to news
paper accounts, police had to control the unruly mob.
EDWARD KERLING

We Must Separate
It is clear to any thinking person
that the primary object of the Majori
ty movement in this country must be
to encourage the emerging racial po
larization and the emergence of a
strong Majority movement. This is not
to say that we feel good about the vi
olence and conflict which will be the
inevitable byproduct of the realign
ment of the country along racial
lines. On the contrary, we greatly re
gret the necessity for it. But necessity
it is, and we must steel ourselves to
do what must be done. We are not
fighti ng so much for ourselves as for
generations unborn. We will have to
bear the burdens, the sacrifices, and
the guilt so that our grandchildren
can once more live in a world they
can call their own.
The Communists advanced a simi
lar justification for the crimes they
committed and some will say that we
are doi ng exactly the same thi ng. Our
reply to that is simple. What the
Communists did in the name of their

dream was a crime because their
dream was false and based on a
wicked and utterly unscientific theory
of humanity. Our dream is not false
and it is solidly grounded in scientific
fact, something that is becoming
more apparent with every passing
day, much to the discomfort of the
multiracial, multicultural, integration
ist crowd.
The fact of the matter is that race
is the determining factor in human
development and society, not eco
nomics. Anybody with common sense
and a basic grasp of genetics and ev
olution can easily understand that.
Man is a social animal and uncount
ed generations were selected for the
traits that are most important for hu
man survival. Loyalty to one's own
tribe ranks very high on that list. The
family, the clan, the tribe, the nation
and, finally, the race, are our destiny.
Some races developed differently
than others for very understandable
reasons. Some are able to build and

live in a socially and technologically
advanced world. Some are not, and
their unneeded presence has a tre
mendously destructive effect on their
more advanced hosts. Our race, the
wh ite race, is clearly the race most
adapted to the modern world and to
creating and sustaining a livable, ad
vanced civilization. Some branches
of the white race are better suited to
some tasks than others. Each has dif
ferent gifts. It seems fairly obvious
that Northern Europeans have a num
ber of unique gifts which, if they are
shared to a certain extent by most
whites, appear in concentrated form
in only a few.
Other races, most important among
them the Negro race, just do not have
the mental or emotional equipment
to live side by side with whites. Every
experiment to disprove this has been
a dreadful failure. What this means
for the United States is clear:
We Must Separate.
N.B.F.
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A new immigrant is flustered and amazed
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A Third Worlder's Letter Home

D

tives. Now the whites have to accept the laws of their le
ear Gobind, Budram, Ravinder, Sajeed, Rajwar,
Sudesh, jasbir, jaspal, Halvinder, Karnail, Gukkal,
gitimate government. Though they do not like us, they
Darshan, Ba/winder (27 more names fol/ow).
never say anything. Many times white people see us eating
in supermarkets. They make a face showing how much
Life in America exceeds all expectations. I'm sure you'll
agree with me after you arrive.
they disapprove. You try to eat at our market at home, the
merchants will kill you! They would grab a stick and
Nobody uses manure to cook food. They cook on spe
cial metal plates. Turn a switch and there's a clean blue
smash you over the head. You know that. Here you can
do anything you want.
flame. No smoke! No smell!
Though there's plenty of food, I don't know where they
All schoolchildren are driven to and from school in
buses. Very convenient, but somehow those who live in
grow it. They have special places where they sell food
called supermarkets. No one tends them. You take what
my neighborhood are being driven far away. Those from
far away are being driven here! Such a waste.
you want and go to the front and pay. I know you don't
believe me and think I'm crazy. But it's true! We often
So far I have not seen a single outhouse. They have
take things, but it's not stealing. I would call it "sharing."
special rooms for that, right where people live! It's not a
They even have special food for dogs and cats! Prob
hole, but a white thing, which looks like a big cup. It has a
ably a hundred different kinds. It doesn't go bad even after
pipe that is apparently connected to some big hole below.
At first we thought you had to climb up and use the tank
a year. They also have cookies for dogs! Animals are
above the cup. But the landlord explained there was a dif
doused with special powder to kill fleas. We bought some
to use on our clothes. You no doubt think I've lost my
ferent method. They flush those things with water. My
mind. But wait till you get here! You'll see.
heart used to bleed every time I had to do it, but I am get
People live in houses with several levels, some very
ting used to it. At first we were flushing only once a day,
high, more than ten-almost 25 downtown! We have a
but the landlord told us we had to do it every time we
used it. I don't know if I will ever get used to it! I don't
place in one of these houses, on the fifth floor. I know
even know where they get this water. At first I thought
you're thinking nobody wants to live on the upper floors
because of the long walk! But there is a machine that lifts
they collect it from rain, but the water flows in pipes right
you right to your floor. Just push a button and off it goes,
in your apartment. No communal wells! You can also
and it never misses! At first we rode in those machines just
have hot water by turning a special knob. The cold is on
for fun, until the building supervisor told us not to.
one side and the hot is on the other. I have not memorized
it yet. I always have to feel it first.
We live with a family and pay them, and they pay the
landlord. One other family also lives there, plus a few oth
When they do inoculations in their schools they use a
new syri nge every ti me. I asked them why not just use one
ers who come to sleep once in a while. The building su
pervisor tried to check on the number of people, but we
syringe for four or five chi Idren, but they said they only
didn't let him in. He said, "It looks like 12 people live
use one syringe per child.
When our seven children have lunch, right there, in
here." We said there were only three guests who couldn't
go home the previous night because the subway had
school, they give them milk or juice in individual paper
closed. We just cannot get used to the wasteful ways of
packets-brightly colored, with pictures and words. And
the white man. You can live two dozen in the place
those packets do not leak! They are probably made of a
where just three or four of them live and it will still be bet
waxed paper. Again it looks like waste. Why not just have
a lady with a ladle and let her dispense the milk out of a
ter th~n home. Each place in the tall buildings is called an
apartment and has a special room with no wall to the
small barrel as the children come one after another? Every
street, so that you could come out and look down. It's
body throws these beautiful packets out. I bring them
called a balcony-very convenient when you sweep. You
home. They are so pretty! Soon I will send you a whole
box so that you can sell them and come over here faster.
just sweep the dirt onto the balcony and off the edge.
The white man does not like us. As soon as we move
Things like cheese and cookies are also packaged.
Even if its just one ounce, it is still individually packaged. I
into a building, they move out. I hope they all move out
so there will be more places for our people. In any case,
just cannot believe how wasteful it all isl
we are here not because of their mer~y, but by invitation
Everybody here owns a special big white machine that
makes cold. Those have a special name but since you
of their government.
would not be able to remember it. I will not be wasting
They voted for that government, which is not run by
time writing it.
some self-appoi nted strongman, but by elected representa
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It could be very hot in the room, yet inside that ma
chine it is freezing cold. But you have to keep in mind
that its door has to be closed at all times or the cold will
go out. I cannot imagine how is it possible to make cold! I
thought you can only make heat, just burn something, but
here they also know how to make cold.
The white thing is very convenient in which to keep
perishables-meat, milk, fish. But we still go to buy meat
every day. I just cannot understand why anyone would
want to stock up with meat several days ahead. I would
rather be going to those magnificent supermarkets five
times a day. You can eat all you want, even though, of
course, we are making sure that nobody sees us. We put
out lookouts all around. This white man is very trusting.
Good for him! But in our hearts we laugh at his naivete!
Nobody here eats fruits from wild trees in the parks.
When we see someone around those trees, it is likely to
be people like us. Considering how easy it is to eat in su
permarkets, I am sure they do it just for fun.
Back to those magnificent cooling machines. When
we cook a big casserole, we always put it inside that ma
chine and the dinner gets cool faster. Only somehow
there is plenty of steam and water dripping from every
where as we take that casserole out.
I heard some people even use such machines to keep
their homes cool in hot weather. They are so rich they buy
two, one for food, and the other one for keeping the
whole place cool.
I still cannot get used to the fact that food is no prob
lem here. You would not believe it, but many people even
use special foods or drinks to stimulate appetite. They call
them appetizers. There are special medicines that help
slow down the digestive process. Some who are afraid to
gain weight make themselves throw up after they eat.
Many people eat special foods that are supposed to make
them slim. Those foods even have a special name
"diets."
Women here shave their legs and armpits! There are
special shavers for that! They even have women in the
army and navy, but I don't know if they shave.
Women here do special surgery to remove fat deposits
from their bodies. They also depend on surgery to change
their faces and make themselves more attractive. The op
erations cost fortunes. In our country you would have to
know a Prime Minister personally to afford them.
Parents here give their children cars for graduation!
The same kind our ministers drive! Here even the old peo
ple drive!
Parents here do not live with their grown-up children.
Grandparents also live separately.
Police here call you "Sir," even if they catch you doing
something illegal.
They even have zoos and amusement parks. You can
also rent an animal! Yes, I could not believe it myself till I
looked in what they call the "Yellow Pages" in a tele
phone book. The telephone is a gadget that allows you to
tal k with others even over a very long distance. Though

the medical treatment here costs money, they will do it for
free if you cannot pay. Half the women from the country
to the South, which is called Mexico, give birth in the U.S.
Not only do they not pay, their children become citizens
After that they receive money from the U.S. government
till the end of their lives. For not doing any work, mind
you!
Yes, I know you do not believe me. You probably think
I am insane, but wait till you get here!
In Canada, the country to the north, you do not have to
pay anything for medical care!
Most ridiculous, whites even have toilet paper and
soap in public toilets! We were laughing our heads off
when we first saw it. Each of us took a roll home. But the
soap is liquid, so we bring jars and pump in as much as
we want.
We also take the light bulbs from the hallway when
ours burn out and replace them with the burned out ones.
The bulbs are not expensive, but it is still better to take
them for free than to pay for them.
They even have animal hospitals! Yes, I know what
you think! I think about this myself. This is the very thing
that baffles me about the white man! Seemingly such a
high level of intelligence, an ability to create the most
magnificent machines, but often he does things so stupid
that a child in our village would not do them! Isn't it clear
to whites that it is cheaper to get a new cat than to treat
the one you have? It really makes me feel as if I am watch
ing something falling not down but up!
On the other hand, the animals that are of pure breed,
"with papers," cost plenty of money. Three dogs of a pure
breed may well cost more than a one-way plane ticket
home. I really don't understand that. I would rather take a
puppy from a pound and use the money for something
more important.
Here people even do surgery to a dog! Yes, they often
perform an operation to straighten out a dog's joint! For
the cost of one such operation you could buy three new
dogs with papers! And you can even have a dentist for a
dog! Pol ice dogs here have regular dental appointments.
They even have cemeteries for dogs and cats!
In libraries here you can not only get books, but also
records, audio tapes and also special tapes that have imag
es on them. Yes, whites even know how to do this!
When people go on vacations to an ocean resort many
do not swim in the ocean but in special pools. The white
man is totally incomprehensible! Why pay a fortune to fly
to ocean resorts to swim in a pool?
The Iiquor stores here have up to 100 different brands
of liquors and wines. Yet I seldom see a drunk man. Only
those who have no homes.
Every house has special devices that water their grass.
They often turn them on even when rain is predicted!
I really feel I am in a lunatic asylum. So many things
just do not connect according to my logic. But let us hope
the white man will forever remain so trusting and naive!

953
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A solution for labor

The Nation-State Concept

I

n his monthly Mythbusters newsletter (P.O. Box 3639,
Gaithersburg, MD 20885-3639), Foster Morrison de
velops the notion of the nation-state as a launching
pad for examining the impact that minorities have on our
culture. He shows how the nation-state idea encapsulates
the common language, history, culture and race, the
prime elements of our social order. Taking a cue from
Morrison, I have found that the nation-state concept has a
special value when used in conversations with conven
tional thinkers. It avoids triggering what might be called
the liberal response meter built into everyone exposed to
modern education, which Morrison rightly dismisses as lit
tle more than base propaganda. This response meter
measures the degree of racial intolerance ina speaker's
words and has the desired effect of frustrating any and all
serious discussion of Big Issues by labeling the offending
party a "bigot." ("He's a bigoU" That's it. No further need
for continuing the discussion.) By cloaking the issue in the
umbrella concept of the nation-state, however, the con
versation often proceeds without endless searching ques
tions and endless qualifying answers.
A recent discussion of this type held with a truly radi
cal liberal acquaintance on the matter of race went round
and round on how minorityism has hurt this nation. My
liberal friend argued that the statistically numerical limit of
a minority (49%) may be the point for blowing the whistle
on the current pace of immigration. I responded by noting
that minorities of only a fraction of that percentage have
had an enormous impact on the nation-state's identity. I
suggested that the problem with America is that its people
don't properly appreciate the nation-state idea. If and
when they do, the damage done by Third World immigra
tion will become apparent. My friend responded by asking
what could be done with the tens of millions of immi
grants already here? I replied that once the danger be
comes apparent, the dilemma of what to do would be
quickly resolved. Just get them out of the country.
In thinking about who is primarily responsible for the
enormous swamping of dark-skinned foreigners on our
shores over the last decades, one immediately comes to
the familiar list of names affixed to the implementing legis
lation: Hubert Humphrey and Lyndon Johnson, to name
the two most important pols. The people who benefited
the most were Wall Streeters and those whose holdings in
industry and agriculture appreciate from the stagnation of
labor wage scales caused by the inundation of so many
foreigners. Years ago, Eastern and Sputhern Europeans
were brought to these shores by the boatloads by the same
monied interests of Wall Street for exactly the same pur
pose of driving down the labor wage scales in the great
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epoch of industrialization. In the hundred years prior to
WWI, 34 million immigrants arrived, most of them from
Central and Southern European states where industrializa
tion hadn't yet flourished. Their impact on home-grown la
bor was so devastating it destroyed the entire nascent craft
union movement, forcing millions in a westward search
for new opportunities.
Open immigration was bitterly fought by American la
bor in those days-as it turned out, unsuccessfully. The re
vival of the Ku Klux Klan in the early 1920s took on a tone
of racism and anti-Catholicism, but its central focus was to
end immigration entirely. American labor wanted to par
ticipate more equitably in the division of economic spoils.
Post-WWI America was enjoying low labor costs, declin
ing prices and huge capital profits, returns sometimes ex
ceeding 30% per year. Fortunes were made for the lucky
few while labor's exploitation became nearly complete.
(What isn't generally recalled is how so many of the immi
grant peasants actually went back to Europe disgusted
with the labor conditions that blasted the American
dream.)
Much the same sequence of events is taking place in
America today. Organized labor, weakened by the endless
supply of non-unionized workers from abroad, suffers de
clining wage rates. The collusion of both political parties
in the matter of trade treaties which allow importation of
goods produced abroad at slave wages is disastrous. We
are urged to ignore the problems of labor because our
blue-collar brothers don't deserve better. They are stupid,
unclever and lazy. We would do better by supporting the
interests of capital.
Sadly, such simplistic propaganda flatters too many
simple minds. As in the 1920s, such conditions cannot go
on forever. Ultimately, there will be a reckoning when ag
gregate supply finally exceeds aggregate demand. In the
booming 20s, that day of reckoning arrived on October
24, 1929, when the boom went boom. The entire list of
1,700 stocks fell in value an aggregate of 80% as the na
tion was thrown into the greatest economic depression
ever known. Twenty million unemployed, 50% unemploy
ment common in the larger cities. Hundreds of thousands
of families were living in culverts, cardboard boxes and
shantytowns where no police dared to stray. The word pel
lagra became part of the West Virginia vocabulary.
Could such times return? With a million or so Mexi
cans walking across our border every year, with more and
more white men and women losing their jobs, with the
trade imbalance getting worse than ever, the times very
well could. Pat Buchanan may be the only national pol iti
cian who dares say what the rest of us thi nk. But Pat

doesn't come to the table with clean hands, having spent
an entire political lifetime in the cockpit of Establishmen
tarian affairs working for the very interests which benefit
the most by open Third World immigration and by trade
laws which fail to protect American goods. On the Demo
cratic side Billy Boy has little interest in the welfare of la
bor as a whole, but quite a bit of interest in homosexual
labor and black labor, which have the requisite sizzle.
As for labor organizers and bosses, their intellectual ar
teries are clogged with political cholesterol embodied in a
hundred Irish and jewish apparatchik families in control of
the AFl-CIO International. In these groups, it's strictly stat
us quo, patronage, payoff and a watermelon slice of pro
forma liberal doctrine, the latter thanks to the well-known

jewish penchant for race-mixing, which precludes any dis
cussion of white labor bei ng hurt by brown immigrants.
jewish leaders insist, it should be recalled, that the
AFl-CIO buy millions of dollars of worthless Israel bonds
annually. The Irish mafia in the AFl-CIO International
doesn't care about such arcane matters as labor econom
ics or political philosophy. But Morrison's idea of the na
tion-state notion is so beguilingly simple that even an Irish
pol, comfortably burping his way back to the office in the
back seat of his Cadillac after another expense-account
session at the Four Seasons, might toss the idea, and what
110 million Mexicans mean to the idea, over in his sweaty
noggin at least once or twice.
IVAN HllD

Will Negroes ever face up to reality?

Observations on Self-Deception
t has happened to me. I am sure it has happened to
you. You are with a group of people, perhaps at work
or at a party. All are ostensibly educated, mature peo
ple. One or more of the persons present is a Negro. The
level of the conversation, if not brilliant, is at least serious.
Out of nowhere, one of the Negroes throws out something
that hits everybody else in the stomach like a sandbag.
It could be anything. Something obscene. Something
unutterably stupid. Something that indicates that the
speaker is living on another planet. The reaction of the
Majority listeners is by now routine. First, there is a slight
blanching of the face, a nervous sound at the back of the
throat, averted eyes. The boldest among them, including
closet Instaurationists, will merely ignore the comment, as
if it never happened, and grip their drinks more tightly.
The sentimentalists are more worried about hurting some
body's feelings and will nod at the speaker, a curious,
concerned look in their eyes. "Uh-huh, um, of course,
quite, well, yes!"
The liberals in the group will respond to the comment
as if nothing out of the ordinary has happened. "You
know, I had no idea it was a black man who began the
study of organic chemistry!" IIOf course, everybody knows
that Thomas Edison was really a black from Haiti." IIYes, I
think we can all agree that the death penalty should be
imposed on anybody who lacks zeal for mandatory affir
mative action." UNo, I don't think white women would
object to bei ng sold at auction to members of the Crips
and Bloods." UActually, African folk medicine is probably
much more effective than those out-dated Western con

I

cepts. If I have a brai n tumor I am goi ng to treat it with
ragweed extract and the dust of ground goat glands."
The si ngle most damagi ng element of our society is a
complete lack of honesty and the moral courage to tell the
simple truth when race or ethnicity is involved. Most
Americans by now are so anesthetized by the constant
drumbeat of jewish and minority-inspired bushwa that
they scarcely know what is true and what is not. It would
never enter their heads to insist that the truth be spoken
and that the lie and the ridiculous be challenged.
Take the kind of incident which I have described
above. Had a Majority member made an outlandish state
ment, he would be banished from decent company or sim
ply thought mad. Yet we allow Negroes to spout any kind
of bizarre rubbish without batting an eyelash-in exactly
the same way we ignore Negro incompetence at the work
place, as if it will just go away if we pretend it doesn't ex
ist. An observer from Mars would conclude that we are all
crazy.
I once had the opportunity to speak to a Chinese gen
tleman who had been one of the unfortunate victims of
Mao's Cultural Revolution. This man, an educated, sensi
tive and decent person from an upper-class Chinese family
had been dragged off by the Red Guards, presumably be
cause he held a high government post and had foreign
books in his library. He spent three years on a turnip farm,
the better to understand the masses.
Work began at four in the morning. Breakfast was a
bowl of gruel and cold water followed by more work unti I
nightfall, when some noodles and withered vegetables
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might be served. All day, without ceasi ng, they sang. And
sang. And sang. They sang about Mao, about commu
nism, about "class enemies." My Chinese friend said that
he almost lost his mind.
I asked him if the Red Guards who organized all of this
understood what they were doi ng. "Oh, sure, they under
stood. They didn't buy it any more than we did. But they
had to play the game. The peasants were horrified. They
helped us because they knew we would die if we had to
do all the heavy labor ourselves. And, of course, you can
imagine what we thought of all this."
His description of his experience was interesting. "It
was like being a sane person locked in an insane asylum.
Nobody was really crazy, not the guards nor the patients,
but everybody had to pretend to be crazy." The American
Majority has been pretending to be crazy since at least
1954. The Negroes, on the other hand, really are crazy
or so lacking in what we see as normal intelligence that
they might as well be.
I have often wondered if these Negroes are playing
games or if they really are so completely deficient in gray
matter. I have reluctantly concluded that the great majori
ty have the minds of six-year-old children. I know for a
fact that a certain small percentage of them, usually mulat
tos, are well aware of the mental condition of their "broth
ers." It is these mulattos who most fiercely insist on whites
treating all Negroes as their absolute intellectual and so
cial equals. They know only too well that if the Majority
ever recovers its ability to call a spade a spade, they will
be herded back into the corral with the others. , can think
of no worse fate than to be a relatively intelligent, aware,
introspective black man and to be trapped forever in a
world of Negroes. Unless, of course, you are a white man
trap-ped ina world of Negroes.
I have a son who is six. He is a bright, cheerful little
guy, somewhat reserved and withdrawn, but already
showing signs of a leaning towards math. The other day
he told me, matter of factly, that he had had a conversa
tion with Batman and Robi n. You expect this ki nd of thi ng
in a child, not in a hulking Negro squeezed into an expen
sive Italian suit.
The most amazing aspect of all this is that the great
majority of Negroes, the cretinous Negroes, go through
life blissfully unaware of the truth. They actually believe
the slop that has been ladled out to them by the affirma
tive action crowd. We have 30 million Negroes running
around who are, for the most part, utterly unfit to partici
pate as members of an advanced industrial society. Yet all
but a small fraction are convinced that they are gifted,
bright, talented people, a boon to America. No wonder
they are all walking around in a rage. In their entire lives
not one soul has ever sat them down and explai ned to
them the world as it really is.
.
, have read in various journals that Negroes have a
much higher self-image than their abilities or performance
would seem to justify, a self-image superior to that of the
typical Majority member. , have pondered this and wonPAGE 12_INSTAURATION-NOVEMBER 1996

der if it has some evolutionary significance. I have decided
that it does. The average Majority member has the brai ns
to conduct an honest self-assessment. The average Negro
does not. Living in a world where show is more important
than substance, the Negro is obsessed with being some
thing that he isn't. Majority members have not had that
luxury.
If you live in a tropical land, where food is easily ob
tained and the weather is mild, you can fool yourself into
believing a great many things, especially if you aren't too
smart to begin with. If, on the other hand, you live in Nor
way and fool yourself into thinking that you will be able to
go out and pick apples in the middle of january, you will
not be around for many winters. We call it a reality check.
The blacks in our country haven't had one for years.
I vividly remember an incident that occurred some
years ago. After getting out of the military and going to
graduate school, I found myself temporarily "between po
sitions." Being an industrious sort and having nothing bet
ter to do, I indulged my love of cooking by working for a
short time as a cook in a nice restaurant. One of the kitch
en helpers was an 18-year-old Negro. He was a sassy, ar
rogant young buck, but I got along with him.
One day we got to talking about our backgrounds. I ex
plained that I was a former military officer, a graduate of a
respected university, and that I had been hired by a we"
known company, but was marking time until the day
came for me to report to work. I mentioned that I had
done quite a bit of foreign traveling. I wasn't bragging or
making anything up. I was just reciting facts.
The reaction of this young Negro was astonishing. A
look of indignation and anger rolled across his face. He
curled his ample lips, crossed his arms, to deliver a disser
tation of the love the French and Europeans in general had
for Negroes! My mouth must have dropped open, because
he became even more angry and started to spew forth the
wildest nonsense I had ever heard in my life. What really
struck me was the obvious fact that this ghetto crawler had
no doubt had these daft thoughts rattling around in his
head for years. The point of his ravings, as far as I could
decipher them, was that the Negro was king everywhere
in the world but in the U.S., that the "crackers" had de
vised a vast conspiracy to conceal this from most Ameri
can Negroes and that upon his arrival in Paris he would be
greeted with rose petals and, not least, willing Parisian
belles.
I learned many things listening to him,the most impor
tant bei ng why Southerners before the Civi I War were so
determined to keep Abolitionist propaganda from reaching
their slaves. The Negro apparently has a limitless capacity
to believe anything he is told and to invent things that to
the normal mind are just fantastic. I was appalled as I
stood and listened to this character. Here was a young
man about to enter on the most productive years of his life
and he hadn't the slightest idea of what he might expect.
How could he? He had been spoon-fed pap and pabulum
all his life.

By allowing Jews and hand-wringing, limp-wristed
white pantywaists to suppress open, honest and tough dis
cussion of topics such as the true condition of the Negro,
we have created a problem that threatens to overwhelm
our society. If the parameters of a debate are establ ished
on shifting, treacherous sand, rather than on the granite
rock of reality, you are wasting your time talking. How
can we face the Negro and tell him, no, you are never go-

ing to occupy any considerable percentage of the highest
positions in this land because you do not pack the cere
bral gear to merit such positions. How can we tell Negroes,
when they have been told over and over again, that the
opposite is true and that only racism has held them back?
Truth really is the raw material of all human happiness
and progress. We have abandoned it. God help us all.
N.B. FORREST

They Don't Make 'em Like Jean-Bedel Bokassa Anymore
How many readers remember Emper
or Bokassa I of the Central African Em
pire? I sure do. Having seized power in
the dirt-poor former French colony on
January 1, 1966, Bokassa decided in 1977
that the title President de la Republique
was not sufficiently exalted.
With Gallic shrugs and faces rigid
with the frozen dignity of the French bu
reaucrat, the shameless Frenchmen look
ed on as Bokassa, a soldier in France's
army for 23 years, decorated himself with
a $5-million-dollar crown made in Paris.
His predecessor and cousin, David Dacko,
foolishly began to flirt with the Chinese
Reds, just when enormous uranium de
posits had been discovered in the Central
African Republic. When the French gave
the word, Bokassa ousted Dacko from of
fice and country, to be quickly followed
by 50 Chinese "technicians" who had ar
rived to exploit the uranium.
Twenty thousand pearls were used to
embellish Bokassa's new throne. More
than 400 pounds of rose petals were
flown in from France for fair damsels (thin
on the ground in the CAR, one would
think) to strew in his path. Airliners full of
food and party favors followed the rose
petals and pearl-encrusted throne. It was
a great party, while it lasted. The French
who ran this African slum smiled and
chuckled at the antics of their puppet. It
was not long before their complacency
was rudely shattered.
The pattern is fami liar among African
and Haitian strongmen. Idi Amin of
Uganda, Papa Doc Duvalier of Haiti and
Francisco Macia Nguema of Equatorial
Guinea are but three of the more striking
examples of this uniquely Negro style of
leadership. Bokassa had every right to
take his place in this black menagerie.
Like the others, he eventually chewed his
way out of the cage and went bonkers.
Did the Emperor ever go bonkers! It
would be tiresome to list the bizarre

events of his rule. They were legion. The
elegant French gentlemen, supposed to
be in control, looked on, first with dis
taste, then alarm and, finally, horror, as
the country went crazy, with the chief nut
sitting on his throne. Even the French
have to draw the line somewhere. They
drew it when Bokassa started to gobble
down schoolchildren.

In an effort to squeeze yet more mon
ey out of the tiny, harassed middle class,
Bokassa rigged a school uniform scam,
whereby he would profit from selling
school clothes to the already hard
pressed parents of children in the capital
of Bangui. This was too much and riots
broke out, led by the school kids. Bokas
sa's response was a form of brutality that
bordered on dementia. Dozens of school
children were murdered by government
thugs. Bokassa himself feasted on human
body parts removed from the corpses of
the dead demonstrators.
While Bokassa was on a goodwill trip
to Libya, the French moved in 700 para
troopers and restored David Dacko to
power. By now many French diplomats
sincerely regretted having thrown him out

in the first place.
In the years since Bokassa was de
posed, Afrocentrists have tried to deny
the stories of cannibalism. Sorry. I have it
from an excellent source that the reports
were all too true. Amazed and sickened
French paratroopers discovered fresh cuts
of human meat in Bokassa's residence.
The Africa boosters were understandably
reluctant to acknowledge this latest evi
dence of Negroid gastronomic peculiari
ties.
There were other revelations. French
President Valery Giscard d'Estaing had
been a close friend of Bokassa's. Every
year he made a trip to Bangui, where he
was treated to big game hunts. But the
randy and avaricious Frenchman was af
ter more than lions and elephants. Bokas
sa would give him bags of diamonds as
"gifts. II In return the ungrateful French
man cuckolded the Emperor or at least
that's what Bokassa claimed. The woman
was the Emperor's wife, Catherine. Tak
ing payoffs from an African dictator is low
enough, but sleeping with his wife? Sacre
bleu!
After the French coup, Bokassa was
packed off to the Ivory Coast, another
French pseudo colony on the West Afri
can coast. In 1986 he returned to Bangui
to face trial for murder and was promptly
convicted. Sentenced to death, he spent
seven years in prison. He now lives in his
last remaining mansion in Bangui, alone
but, oddly enough, remembered fondly
by many of his countrymen. He says he is
a Christian. Maybe so. As to how he exer
cised his imperial power, "I would prefer
not to pass judgment on my own rule. 1I
He can say this with an ironic smile be
cause, incredibly, the people who have
come after him have been even more cor
rupt and incompetent. This dreary parade
of blackface puppets, all propped up by
French troops, continues unto this day.
N.B. FORREST
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Ellis Island Update
On a late July trip to Zoo City, I paid a
visit to Ellis Island, which is now a mu
seum ($7 will get you a ferry boat ride
and admission to both Ellis Island and the
Statue of Liberty-a rare bargain for Got
ham). The crowded conditions on the
boats, the long lines to gain entrance to
Emma Lazarus's icon and the polyglot I
heard actually gave me some idea of what
a turn-of-the-century immigrant might have
faced in those days.
The Ellis Island museum is worthy of
attention for a number of reasons. For one
thing, displays clearly show how white
immigration has been downsized in favor

dence or subversive political back
grounds, were sent back. I'm sure they
didn't get everybody, but at least they
tried. Compare this approach to today's
"Iower-the-drawbridge" policy for AIDS
ters, misfits and "asylum-seekers."
Most amusing was a room with dis
plays on nativism. Many of today's argu
ments against immigration were being bat
ted around a century ago-the potential
for kulturkampf, the fear of alien influenc
es and the lowering of domestic wages. A
photo from the 1920s showed a California
man on his porch with this sign, "This is a
white man's street. Japs keep moving." I

we let people in, not as an afterthought.
The gate was not all the way open to all
people at all times. Moreover we didn't
have the "give away the store" mentality
that the welfare state has wrought.
Case in point: After the welfare reform
bill was passed, a local television station
did a sob sister story about what might
happen if the safety net were removed. A
visit to an old folks home revealed a pair
of nonagenarian Russian Jews who suf
fered from Alzheimer's. Without those
welfare checks, the poor old Jews, who
had just arrived in America a few years
ago, would be in big trouble.

of the nonwhite variety. Also, the posters
and photographs indicated that the gates
can be left wide open or they can be
slammed shut, as happened in the mid
1920s. The obvious question, though un
asked, is that if we shut the door once,
why can't we do it again?
Perhaps most impressive, as I walked
through the rooms where millions were
processed, is the fact that they were pro
cessed. Those deemed unfit, either for
reasons of health, criminality, improvi-

chuckled to myself, but a liberal next to
me snorted, "Isn't that disgusting!" so
loudly that everyone in the room heard
him. No need to ask this fellow for his
views on immigration!
The contemporary pro-immigration
forces justify their position by calling us a
"nation of immigrants." But when we
compare old-fashioned immigration to
new-fangled immigration, we have a real
apples and oranges situation. In the old
days, assimilation was considered before

This bald-faced attempt to generate
sympathy didn't wash with this viewer.
Certainly, I was sorely tempted to holler
back to the TV, "Send 'em to Israel along
with my tax dollars!" I have to wonder
what kind of insane immigration policy
admits the drooling and the doddering
sure to be in need of Medicare and/or
welfare as soon as they touch ground in
America.
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Ambrose Bierce, the Devil's Advocate
Ambrose Bierce, born in 1842 and
disappeared in 1913, is noted for being
America's foremost cynic because of the
attack-dog columns he wrote for various
newspapers, mainly in San Francisco. He
was also noted for his book-length, The
Devil's Dictionary, and for his short story,
"An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge."
Stephen Crane said of the latter, "nothing
better exists." H.L Mencken, following a
visit with Bierce, was appalled by the dark
ness of his views.
When I spotted a piece about Bierce
in an old New Yorker ("Our Favorite Cyn
ic" by Joseph Epstein, March 25, 1996),
my interest in the pen-wielding pessimist
was again aroused. In high school and
my first year of college I read about
Mencken and Bierce and wondered how
and why they could have been so cynical
and pessimistic. Soon thereafter I learned
how and why.
I had read in Instauration how Menck
en, long after his death, had been outted
for his "blasphemous" anti-Semitism. It
stands to reason that if anyone could see
through the agit-prop that the Chosenite
propaganda machine cranks out so liber
ally a well-schooled cynic could. So I
wondered if the New Yorker article
would include any anti-Semitic remarks
made by Bierce. The title of the article

should have dashed any hope I might
have entertained. I guess I was blinded by

Bierce was cynical up to a point

my hope of finding an anti-Semitic gem.
With his own words Bierce disillu
sioned me. He refers to the Mormons as
follows: IIExcepting the Jews and the Chi
nese, I know no worthier large class of
people than they."
After his benediction of the Jews, I
was not impressed by Bierce's boastful

quote that Epstein inserted in the very
next paragraph: "I keep a conscience un
corrupted by religion, a judgment un
dimmed by politics and patriotism, a
heart untainted by friendships and senti
ments unsoured by animosities...
Coming from an Abolitionist family,
the 16-year-old Ambrose worked for an
Indiana anti-slavery newspaper. At 18, he
was the second man in his county to join
the Union Army. Uncle lucius Bierce,
who bragged he had supplied swords to
John Brown's murder gang in the Harpers
Ferry raid, must have applauded the anti
Southernism of his nephew.
Bierce was a hard-fighting Union sol
dier. By war's end he had been cited many
times for bravery. He later wrote a num
ber of short stories on Civil War themes.
But the brilliant cynic who savagely
satirized and exposed corrupt plutocrats,
who wrote at times with great talent,
came down dead wrong on the two key,
causal issues of his and our day: Jews and
race.
Nearly every Bierce short story con
tains a gruesome element. "An Imperfect
Conflagration" begins, IIEarly one June
morning in 1872, I murdered my father~
an act which made a deep impression on
me at the time. "
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High-Powered Intervention in Argentina
The Minister of Justice of Argentina,
Rodolfo Barra, who recently resigned,
was forced to face a smear campaign
that made the McCarthy hearings of the
50s seem I ike an oasis of tolerance and
forgiveness. In a massive effort of multina
tional proportions, Jewish individuals and
organizations worldwide jumped over na
tional borders and blatantly intruded in
the internal affairs of this South American
country.
Jewish groups in Argentina, from the
lavishly financed B'nai B'rith and the
flamboyant Simon Wiesenthal Center to
more obscure groups, released informa
tion to the mainstream media aimed at
confirming fears that Barra had links in
his teens and early twenties to nationalist
groups. As evidence of his nationalistic
and revisionist involvements, Jewish groups
came up with an article that Barra had al

legedly written in May of 1964, at the
tender age of 15, for the nationalist publi
cation, Restauraci6n. In the article the
very young Rodolfo Barra stated, "H istory
is corrupted with lies" and "is not to be
trusted."
The group to which Barra belonged
was indeed a nationalist outfit, composed
almost entirely of students. Its members
were exclusively occupied with national
issues and paid no attention to foreign af
fairs. Barra served a brief stint as assistant
to the Dean of the University of Buenos
Aires, Alberto Ottalagano, in the stormy
years of 1973-74. Ottalagano's greatest
sin, at least in the eyes of the internation
al B'nai B'rith, was being a confessed fas
cist. Consequently, Barra, through the pro
cess of guilt by association, committed
the same "sin."
It should be mentioned that Barra, a

Supreme Court Justice, abandoned that
comfortable and secure post to take on
the uncomfortable and insecure post of
Minister of Justice. It is difficult to imagine
any other reason than dedication and loy
alty to country could have brought about
such a move.
If the alleged activities in his youth
weren't enough, last June Barra attended
a pro-life conference of Spanish and Latin
American jurists in Madrid, in what his
critics perceived to be an act of total defi
ance and provocation to the political
agenda of his accusers. His attendance
was interpreted by many Jewish groups as
a confirmation that Barra's "fascist" atti
tudes have not really changed. In Argenti
na, as well as in many other countries,
liberal lobbies often make the parallel be
tween the pro-life movement and intoler
ant racism.
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As Jewish hysteria over Barra became
ever louder, his office was accused of not
pursuing a full investigation of anti
Semitic violence. Wild rumors were pub
lished about a teenage Barra who had
been arrested a number of times, though
not a single piece of evidence was pro
duced to substantiate the charge. If an ar
rest had ever been made of Barra, the po
lice records would have been quickly

available. The weekly Somos published a
photograph of an adolescent giving the
Roman salute, a ploy that more than hint
ed the saluter was Barra, although the
photo showed little resemblance. Towards
the end of June a petition, signed by
1,500 rabbis from five continents de
manding his immediate resignation, was
published in Argentina's newspapers.
In the eyes of Argentine patriots, the

Barra affair has been inspired all along by
a simple desire on the part of Jewish inter
ests to remove from high office a man
who has no record of allegiance to Israel
or Zionism and to replace him with some
one else. At least part of that presumption
was proved to be correct, when, after re
signing, Barra was quickly replaced by
Elias Jassan, a Jew.
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Unshared Grief
Time Ouly 29, 1996) had a HViewpoint"
piece written by one Susan Cohen la
menting the loss of her only child on Pan
Am Flight 103, downed over Scotland in
1988. She linked the crash to the TWA
Flight 800 disaster. Ms. Cohen writes in
tensely and movingly about the tragic
event. We can almost see her tears plop
ping on the keyboard of her laptop.
Ms. Cohen, however, never makes the
obvious connection between the loss of
her daughter-she blamed it on "mass
murderers"-and the treatment meted out
by her own people to folks like the Pales
tinians. Most Jews just can't seem to grasp
the idea that for every cause there is an
effect. When Jews unleash the fury of
their own peculiar brand of racism, it can
boomerang as the poison arrows return
to riddle the sender.

In her diatribe Cohen damns the grief
therapist (almost certainly a jew) who coun
seled her, ambulance-chasing lawyers,
the media, and the publishing world and
its "grief book industry"-all the Jewish
dominated enterprises so often aimed at
Gentile targets. It's a classic case of Jews
getting caught in their own trap.
I'm quite sure Ms. Cohen would not
like to be reminded of this, but the chanc
es are overwhelming that prior to the loss
of her daughter she too was an ardent
booster of Israeli aggression. She too
probably denigrated the people whose
land, homes and birthright were ripped
from them by a U.S.-sponsored racial in
vasion. So easy for Jews to shrug off the
killing of children and the dynamiting of
homes--ilafter all, they're only Arabs." So
easy to brush off the innocents killed in

the Deir Yassin massacre, the attack on
the U.s.s. Liberty, the slaughter of the
Marines in lebanon, so easy because
they were all non-Jews. It's quite a differ
ent matter when Jewish children are
forced to pay the price for all that hatred.
It isn't supposed to happen. The scenario
wasn't designed that way. To grieving
Palestinian mothers, the death of Susan
Cohen's daughter represented some sort
of poetic justice, an atonement, if you
will, for the loss of their little ones. Per
haps in the grand scheme of things, your
child was of no more worth than hers, al
though tens of millions of brainwashed
Americans would vehemently disagree.
Who, Ms. Cohen, would argue that
there isn't a little justice after all? Now
and then.
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Ethnostate Notes
Giraldus Cambrensis, Norman chap
lain to Henry II, writing of the Welsh in
1188:
fTJhey unite themselves to their own
people, refusing to intermarry with strang
ers, and arrogantly presuming on their own
superiority of blood and family.
Their mind is wholly on the defense
of their country and its freedom.
Not addicted to gluttony or drunken
ness, this people show no ostentation in
food or dress, and whose minds are al
ways alert to defend their country and
their property.
No one of this nation ever begs.
Gwynfor Evans, author of Wales: Land.
of My Fathers (Penry Co., 1974), who dug
up the above words, goes on to make an
interesting historical comparison concern
ing another ethnic group:
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When the Czechs were part of the Aus
tro-Hungarian Empire during the last centu
ry, with no more freedom than Wales has
today, and the life of the nation and the
language in the balance, Palacky, their na
tional historian, wrote his five great vol
umes on the history of his nation up to the
time it lost its liberty in 1526. It was this
achievement, more than anything else,
whkh revived the spirit of his people. He
concluded his masterpiece with these defi·
ant words: IIWe were here before Austria;
we shall be here after her too." He spoke
the truth. The Austrian Empire disappeared,
but the Czech nation lives on. We (Welsh
men] too can say, IIWe were here before
Great Britain." And the spirit now rising in
our land gives us the confidence to predict,
"We shall be here after her too." For the
day is coming when Wales and Scotland,
Ireland and England will arise out of the
ashes of Great Britain to associate in har
mony with each other in a partnership of
free and equal nations.

Such stirring words should be a source
of strength and inspiration to Majority
members who have seen the land of their
European ancestors turned into a 20th
century Babylon, with every race in the
world ca II ing the shots except the descen
dants of those who founded it. We North
ern Europeans were here long before
there was anything called the United
States of America. Now that it has be
come a totally artificial entity whose very
existence is a threat to us and to our cul
ture, anything which brings about the
downfall of the tyrannical monolith--or
its breakup-must be for the greater good
of our people and should be welcomed.
Surely we as a race shall be here long af
ter the bogus political monstrosity known
as the USA has joined similar tyrannies
on the trash heap of history.
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The Destructive Judiciary
One tribulation of this beleaguered
land barely touched on by the media is
the immense powers of judges in general
and the federal judiciary in particular.
William jefferson Clinton has already
appointed 185 federal judges, the over
whelming majority of whom are very
much in sympathy with the liberaloid li
tigiousness so dear to Clinton's heart. For
the most part the new judges are young
and appointed for life. They will hold on
to their autocratic power for decades.
Terry Eastland, writing in the Wall S1.
Journal, reported that, in addition to the
185 appointments he has already made,
Clinton, if reelected, c.ould eventually en
throne over 300 of the nation's judges in
the next five years. Fifty federal judges
have already announced their retirement
and another 132 will be eligible to retire
between now and 2001.
There is also the problem of defection
to the enemy. Eastland points out that
while many Reagan and Bush appointees
have "grown" to the liberal side, not one
Clinton judge has "strayed" to the conser
vative side. A case in point is hyper
liberal Justice David Souter, appointed by
George Bush as a conservative. This wolf
in sheep's clothing votes far left on almost
every possible occasion.
Clinton's two appointments to the Su
preme Court are leftist Ruth Bader Gins
burg and pseudo-centrist Stephen Breyer.
If Clinton manages to get one more of this
political ilk on the High Bench, the 5 to 4
decisions that have put a dent in liberal
rulings would automatically go to the pink
area of the political spectrum.
Typical of the damage done to society
by these legal dictators is the havoc
wreaked by District judge Kenneth Clark,
who in 1986 singlehandedly destroyed
the school system in Kansas City (MO).
He accomplished this feat by decreeing
that a huge amount of its total education
budget be used to establish "magnet
schools" to attract white students to the
educational no-man's land in the slums.
Clark called this policy "desegregative at
tractiveness." The 56 "Taj Mahal" schools
he had ordered built at a cost of over a
billion dollars are among the most elabo
rate, best equipped schools in the nation.
Clark contended that pouring this torrent
of money on black students would result
in their academic scores rising to equal
the score of whites. Three things hap
pened: (1) the whites did not come to the
magnet schools; (2) the scores of blacks

did not budge; (3) race relations in Kansas
City are at a new nadiL
Finally the Supreme Court, in a 5 to 4
decision, ruled that Clark improperly pur
sued "suburban comparability" and could
not use the failure of the district's students
to achieve national norms as an excuse to
continue commandeering the state bud
get. George Will hailed the decision as
"one more sign that the nation is escaping
from the dead end of solving social prob
lems-including the most intractable ones
regarding race--by allowing judges to
bend the Constitution to the services of
their political agendas."
I'm afraid George is indulging in a bit
of wishful thinking. The country is still
very much under the control of the judg
es. In California, Proposition 187, design

ed to stop billions of taxpayers' dollars
from going to illegal immigrants and their
offspring, was overwhelmingly passed by
the people of that state. An arrogan~ far
left jewish federal judge issued a restrain
ing order prohibiting the new law from
going into effect, thereby brazenly defy
ing the popular will. I could fill a newspa
per with horror stories about these tin-pot
judges and their outrageous attempts to
make, not interpret, the law.
America's federal judges are now in
effect our rulers. These unelected auto
crats are controlling and manipulating
our lives to a fearful extent. If decent, pro
ductive, law-abiding Majority folk are to
survive and prosper, they must find a way
to stop these judges from destroying us.
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Old-Timey Chine~e Racist labels
Originally the labels on fireworks
crates exported from China were water
colored onto gold foil leaf. The exqui
site art was based mostly on Chinese
legends and mythology. The Fat Shan
gold foil leaf painted labels are prized
by collectors. A Chinese movie with
English subtitles is now available at
many chain video stores. Red Fire
cracker, Green Firecracker tells the sto
ry of one such artist who was hired by
a fireworks company. The film is quite
good, with attractive actors and beauti
ful cinematography. The film also rea
listically depicts the inhumane punish
ments inflicted on miscreants as late as
1911, such as attaching strings of fire
crackers to the criminal's genitalia.
Factory workers who messed up on
their jobs usually got flogged and lost
their pay. So much for OSHA!
One common thread in firecracker
commercial art is the Chinese artists'
fascination with America's racial make
up, especially Negroes and Indians.
There are far too many such labels for
all to be reproduced here, but the two
shown are typical-"Nigger Chaser"
and "Dixie Boy" fireworks brands. The
latter usually portrayed an indolent Ne
gro youth or pickaninny, sitting on the
ground or against a tree, enjoying a
large slice of watermelon.
These labels command a premium
price in today's auctions.
LABEL COLLECTOR
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A Russian Speaks Out
Instauration is one of the very few publications that speaks
about things as they are. I cannot imagine how a thinking person
can even look at the mainstream periodicals after having read a
single issue. However, the article about Latvia (May 1996) was
substandard. The author wasted many words telling us about
those beautiful Latvians who have finally liberated themselves
from brutal Russian oppression. In the process he presents the
Russians as subhuman creatures with a propensity to spit on the
streets and an unhealthy appetite for other people's land. In the
end he even dabbled in global politics by charting a course for
Europe's future development, in particular dividing that conti
nent along alphabetical lines.
There is nothing unnatural about Latvians desiring national
sovereignty and trying to preserve their language, their culture
and their racial stock. It is perfectly reasonable for them to dislike
their big neighbor to the East and to regard the history of their re
lations with Russia as a national tragedy. But neither is it unnatu
ral for Russians to desire the same things for themselves, for their
country, for their culture and for their racial stock.
When you read the white nationalist press in the West, you
can often sense an editorial line that for the sake of survival of
the white race Russia should leave the Baltic states alone and let
them develop into "ethnostates." But if those countries work hard
to undermine the Russian nation, as they are doing, they will
have to deal with the consequences. Today the Baltic states are
engaged in a massive scheme to defraud Russian industrial enter
prises of export shipments that go through their countries. They
offer very cheap prices for their transit and port facilities, which,
naturally, attracts Russian exporters, who would otherwise be us
ing Russian ports. Through various elaborate schemes some ship
ments are declared "lost," with no compensation to the produc
er. The problem is very serious.
It wasn't for nothing that Zhirinovsky introduced a motion in
the Duma for economic sanctions against Estonia for participat
ing in a massive smuggling operation of metals and other materi
als from Russia. Is it not "strange" that Estonia, with absolutely
no metal ore deposits, was the fourth or fifth largest metal export
er in the world as far back as 1992? We are not just talking here
about steel or aluminum. Those materials go through official
channels and only then are declared "lost." I am talking about
strategic, rare-earth metals, the kind that command prices com
parable to gold, or even greater. With these precious commodi
ties an outright smuggling operation is the preferred method,
which means that the official circles of the Baltic states are en
gaged in a blatantly criminal enterprise.
Another problem is smuggling weapons from the Baltic
states into Russia. There is a considerable quantity of small arms
in many Eastern European countries left from the days of the
Warsaw Pact. So why not buy it and sell it to the Russian under
world? Exactly what Estonia has decided to do. As a result Russia
is now flooded with handguns that came from Estonia, pur
chased with Estonian government money and sold by them to
criminal organizations. Thousands of murders have been com
mitted in Russia with handguns smuggled from Estonia.
As for "dividing Europe along alphabetical lines," I would
like to say that if you bestow a Latin alphabet to some African
basket case, it would not change much. Sure, Poles like to refer
to the lands to the East as "Asia," but we Russians call Poles the
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"Gypsies of Europe." Ask any German about those "Europeans
with a Latin alphabet" and he will be able to tell you plenty.
Look at independent Ukraine and its byproduct, the Crime
an peninsula, which Khrushchev gave to Ukraine by a stroke of a
pen after WWII. Crimea is entirely Russian-speaking, as is most
of Ukraine. Crimeans want to be a part of Russia and they are se
riously discussing various plans of achieving this goal, starting
with a "special status" within their current "host nation." Since
Ukraine obviously wants to keep such a beautiful piece of real
estate, it is devising schemes of its own. One of these is to allow
the Tartars to come back en masse. Now the Russian resistance
to what essentially is a foreign rule is being drowned in ethnic
strife. Sound familiar?
I may feel pain for my people, but I realize that on the part
of the Ukrainian government it is a perfectly pragmatic calcula
tion. Another one is a plan to turn Sevastopol, the pride of the
Russian navy, into a "free economic zone," into a local "Hong
Kong." Any attempt to push such far-reaching schemes may pro
voke harsh responses from the affected parties.
RUSSIAN SUBSCRIBER

The New and the Old
Re "Affirmative Action on the Way Out" Uune 1996), Zip
145 fails to note what that era created: (1) slam dunk in basket
ball; (2) shuffle-dance in the end zone; (3) high fives; (4) undulat
ing hips in do-it-yourself dancing to jungle beat music. Replaced
were: (1) handshake; (2) Western cultural values of form, order
and discipline in our language, arts, music, sports, dancing
(waltz, fox trot, square dance and polka).
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Hitler Not a Racist But a Germanist
In Celine's view, Stalingrad was the greatest tragedy of the
20th century, "because it meant the end of the white race." Jews
share Celine's view, although they express it differently. Jews
view WWII as a war against white "racism." If we accept either
view, we not only distort history, but we also play into the hands
of our enemies. Let's look at the facts, unfiltered through the
gauze of 50 years of postwar propaganda.
First, the war against Japan reestablished white supremacy in
the Pacific. It was a glorious victory of the white race over the
world's mightiest nonwhite state. Second, WWII in Europe was
not a war against white racism. Like WWI, it was a war to defend
other white nations against German imperialism. The only power
fighting white racism in WWII was Japan. The majority of the
Nordic and of the white folk were with the Allies. Where non
whites were found among the Allies, they were segregated both
socially and militarily.
It was only when Germany began losing that Hitler adopted
a pan-European racial solidarity line. Napoleon adopted the same
propaganda in 1813 for just the same reason. To idolize Hitler
and to look upon him as a champion of a lost cause of white ra
cism is absurd. Hitlerian Germany was exclusively interested in
German national interests, not in the interests of the white race
as a whole. Look at what the Germans did, not at what they said.
They made an alliance with yellow Japan against the British Em
pire and the u.s. They attacked the largest white country in the
world, Russia. They planned to wipe the largest branch of the

white race, the Slavic, almost completely off the map of Europe.
WWII was not a defeat for the white race. The white race
was defeated after the war by its own suicidal liberalism, cata
lyzed by the astonishing propaganda and political activity of the
Jews. The liberal/Jewish propaganda line includes this invalid syl
logism: Hitler was a white racist, therefore the war was against
white racism. Accept this reasoning and it follows that to be a
white racist is to be opposed to Allied war aims. Such a person is
deemed to be a bad, if not traitorous, American. Let's not fall for
this baloney, which makes traitors patriots and patriots traitors.
HOUSTON SOLUTION

Deep Politics Not So Deep
Given that the political right is often too fragmented to wage
effective war against the real enemy, it is usually prudent to exer
cise forbearance towards one's errant kin when differences arise.
However, occasionally even the most well-intentioned of fellow
combatants exhibits a failure of instinct and/or analytical thought
that threatens by its glaring inconsistency to mortally wound the
very cause he seeks to advance. Regrettably such is the case with
the author of "Deep Politics."
Leaving aside the self-evident lack of content in Mr. Moriar
ty's breathless inaugural "column about writing a column"-the
journalistic equivalent of a bread sandwich-his quotation from
Abraham lincoln's Gettysburg Address betrays a serious lack of
understanding of the moral and political forces that have shaped
the West. lincoln is, or should be, anathema not only to South
erners, whose ancestors fought one of the few wars in recent his
tory in defense of the white race, but to any non-Southerner who
values that same objective. By running for president in 1860 as
the candidate of the openly Abolitionist "Black Republican" par
ty and by issuing the unconstitutional Emancipation Proclama
tion during the resulting war, a sordid aggression ostensibly in
tended to preserve Northern economic and political hegemony,
was transformed into a holy war for the benefit of an alien race.
To the everlasting detriment of his own flesh and blood, lincoln
qualifies as the historical and political progenitor of today's
largely self-inflicted white genocide.
Let us ignore the murder of nearly 500,000 of his own coun
trymen in a war of fratricidal vengeance marked by the deliber
ate employment of "total war" by lincoln's Union army com
manders-who were invariably commended and promoted for
war crimes and atrocities against civilians, property and Confed
erate prisoners. Let us also ignore the suspension of the Constitu
tion and the abrogation of the right of self-determination of mil
lions of whites who attempted to peacefully opt out of the
genetic inferno lincoln and his Abolitionist fellow travelers envi
sioned. We cannot ignore, however, that lincoln's war con
ferred moral sanction and indeed constitutional compulsion
upon the lethal delusion of racial egalitarianism.
One may rightly wonder just how much of today's political
climate is attributable to lincoln's legacy. Was the great influx of
Eastern and Southern European immigrants that began in the
18805 in the wake of the Civil War, a direct consequence of lin
coln's moralistic crusade for racial suicide? Having freed and
conferred political equality on nearly 4 million Africans, how
could lincoln's Abolitionist successors deny admittance to the
serfs of non-Nordic Europe? Had half a million Northern Euro
peans not perished or been maimed for life in the Civil War-the
flower of the white race and a genetic loss of immense propor
tions-would there have been a perceived need to import this
new class of wage serfs in the last decades of the century?
Moriarty'S self-professed interest in furthering the survival of
the white race is commendable. Indeed, compared to this task,
all other endeavors pale into insignificance. But given his fal lure

to comprehend the true significance of Abraham lincoln in ini
tiating the destruction of the West and its peoples, why should
we believe that his thoughts on politics-deep or otherwise
bear any relevance to that goal? Instaurationists deserve better
than this. Nemo me impune lacessit.
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Feminism Unmasked
I agree with "Lady Subscriber" (Sept. 1996) that some male
Instaurationists seem very insecure about women. The compari
son to the attitudes of Orthodox Jews, while unflattering, is not
far off the mark. I even have known a few men who, although
professing to be racially conscious, married or cohabited with
submissive Asian or mestizo women. The claim that feminism
causes a backlash of bad behavior towards women is largely true.
Feminism asserts that all women are oppressed by men and
share common interests based solely on their status as women.
Since the common interests of women override racial and cultu
ral boundaries, feminists believe that white women have more in
common with African women than they do with white men.
Feminists also ignore or deny the existence of biological differ
ences between the sexes.
Despite this belief in collective solidarity, feminism is also
individualist in that the rights of individual females are para
mount over society's interests. It doesn't matter if military effi
ciency is impaired by female combat troops. Feminists demand
combat assignments.
Feminists have little desire for children. They deride the idea
of the family and the role of the father. Two lesbians raising a
child conceived by artificial insemination (preferably with sperm
donated by male homos) is just as valid a family as the tradition
al sort. If they have children, they care less if they are white.
A nasty undercurrent of hatred towards men and the white
race runs through the feminist movement. Although they usually
assert that men and women would be the exactly the same if it
were not for societal conditioning, many feminists tout female
superiority and male inferiority. The phrase "white male" is ac
companied with a sneer, whereas nonwhite males receive little
hostility. White men are regarded as racist oppressors of people
of color as well as oppressors of women, making them doubly
evil. White feminists therefore have a sense of solidarity with
nonwhite men, who are also "victims of white male oppression."
Quite a few feminists who are not lesbian purists take up with
nonwhite men as an expression of this antiwhite hostility.
I don't claim that all, or even a majority of, women who call
themselves feminists believe all of this, but these ideas do influ
ence a good many women, especially the young, unmarried,
middle-class ones. They also negatively influence men, who come
to associate any trait called "feminist" with such beliefs.
The ancient Celts are often described as "feminists," since
they had widespread sexual freedom for women and matrilineal
descent. There were even some women warriors and war leaders
like Queen Boudicca. Yet none of this was racially harmful to
the Celts, whose women were loyal to their people as a whole.
Celtic culture might not have the approval of conservative Chris
tians and some anti-feminists, but there was nothing racially de
structive about it. Celtic women did not sneer at "the Celtic
male" and proclaim their solidarity with the women of Ethiopia.
Nor did they refuse to have children and tout lesbianism as a
morally superior lifestyle.
I hope that racially conscious men and women will have
enough sense to separate those personal actions and preferences
described as "feminist," but are not racially destructive, from
those animated by the deadly spirit of modern feminism.
802
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Ambivalent WASP
It's hard to know exactly where the late
Digby Baltzell stood on the racial ques
tion. A tweedy, bow-tied prep school type,
he popularized the acronym WASP and
was himself a WASP stereotype. All in all,
his writing seemed to cast a twilight glow
over America. In his mind the WASPs
who so dominated his thoughts were not
a bad lot and their fall from grace was not
necessarily a national plus. Paradoxically
one of Baltzell's heroes was AI Capone,
whom he complimented for trying to as
similate and for feeding thousands of hun
gry Chicagoans during the Great Depres
sion. To Baltzell the gangster boss was
comparable to 19th-century WASP "robber
barons."

Digby Baltzell, stingless WASP

Baltzell's book, The Protestant Estab
lishment, was a long obituary of the in
comparable British-descended Americans
whose last shot at glory was the moon
shot. You don't see many people like Neil
Armstrong around anymore. At any rate
Baltzell will have nothing further to say
about WASPs. He died on August 17 at
age 80.

Which Way Black America?
When may we assume that maturity ar
rives? At fifteen, twenty, twenty-five? This
seemingly innocuous imponderable came
waltzing into my idle mind one afternoon
as I gazed out of my urban office window
onto the Washington (DC) street scene
and watched the hurrying flotsam and jet
sam of everyday society, young and old,
black and white, going about their mid
day rounds. In the milling mob I observed
the shuffling countenance of an ancient
Afro-American, bent at the waist, painful
ly struggling against the crowd to com
plete his task, the delivery of a large brown
paper-wrapped package.
How different, I thought, was this noble
Old Black joe from the endless list of oth-
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er Afros whose good-for-nothing-ness is
the cross the white man must now bear.
How benign was the Negro's demneanor.
How helpfully he paused to hold open a
door for a woman. How utterly he dif
fered from the Main Chance grabbers and
the Ripoff artists whose minority cynicism
is making organized society a living hell.
What is it then that impacts so endearing
lyon 80-year-olds such as Old Black joe?
Is it a manifestation of the maturity whites
attain at a much earlier age? Or is it
something that merely reflects the drying
up of all those evil juices of destruction
that besmirch younger Afro-Americans
with the mark of Cain?
IVAN HILD

Monkey Business
A co-worker of mine told me about some
interesting observations he made while
visiting "monkey houses" at various zoos.
The behavior of monkeys and apes
changes dramatically when they first see
a Negro. The primates will suddenly start
screaming and jumping around. Con
versely he has seen rambunctious mon
keys abruptly stop what they're doing and
stare intensely at any black or group of
blacks who happen to wander by. The
monkeys will follow every move of a Ne
gro until he becomes so unnerved that he
departs posthaste. I have no reason to
doubt the veracity of these fascinating de
tails. As always, the racial overtones are
intriguing, but this time they are also hu
morous.

Cultural Wasteland
In the city of New Orleans, signs of racial
destructiveness are so painfully apparent,
both in the French Quarter enclave of ex
cellent eating saturated with police, and
in the greater city beyond, where minori
ty culture has done its inevitable work of
erasing the accomplishments of white so
ciety. A few miles from the Quarter are
huge minority-infested housing projects
pitiful, treeless, grass less stretches of ur
ban desert that suggest a moonscape.
Menacing black youths stripped to the
waist wander aimlessly about endless
concrete apartment complexes encased
in protective metal gratings. Mangy, ema
ciated dogs hunt desperately for nonexis
tent shade.
New Orleans subsists on the taxes ob
tained from foreign trade and petroleum.
Whites make their way through the city's
labyrinth of corruption while paying enor

mous attention to the problem of street
crime, bolting their doors night and day
and carrying the tools of personal safety
with them in auto glove compartments.
The city's professional football team is a
mind-numbing narcotic used to blot out
white racial consciousness. Present every
where is the overwhelming reality of a
culture-dead city.
IVAN HILD

Barbaric Sex Habits legalized
American minority judges are giving an
extra push to the country's descent into a
multicultural society. Adjudicating a case
in which a Hmong immigrant (the Hmongs
are a mountain tribe in Vietnam) was
charged with sexual assault against two
girls, 10 and 11 years of age, judge Ra
mona Gonzalez, after hearing the defense
explanation that such attentions to minor
girls are common practice in the defen
dant's homeland, handed down a ful
some decision. The defendant was given
no jail time but was put on probation and
ordered to continue his English language
classes so as to provide him "the opportu
nity to continue his education and his as
similation into our culture." Who, in the
name of God, appointed Ms. Gonzalez a
judge?
200

Slurs Against Christians Okay
jewish ax-grinders are hard at work forc
ing radical rightists off the Internet. But
what are the ADl and the Simon Wiesen
thai Center doing about anti-Christian
slurs? Surfing around one night I came to
misc.health.alt which contained the fol
lowing notice: "Christians are the biggest
m-----f------ assholes in the U.S." How
long does anyone think this message
would have lasted if "Christians" had been
replaced by "jews?"

High-Style Flicks
just finished the second scintillating Eng
lish movie in the jane Austen series.
Whether it was Emma Thompson in
Sense and Sensibility or the gorgeous
Gwyneth Paltrow playing the lead in
Emma, we were furn ished a glimpse into
a charmed world of civilized and comely
whites endeavoring to live up to decent
standards of behavior. Gwyneth Paltrow,
a radiant, pert, glorious natural blonde
(now coupled with Nordic Brad Pitt), ex
udes such an inspiriting moral force that
she shames our age of potty-mouthed ver
biage and mud-wrestling carnality. Al
though a male and former Marine, I
found myself gripped by Austen's verbal
picture of a very white, very chivalrous,

very real England of 200 years ago. That
Hollywood is now distributing the film
versions of the great novelist's works so
vigorously may indicate a subtle surge of
racial nostalgia on the part of movie-going
Majority members, especially WASPs.
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Hell Hath No Fury
Before she became a midshipman/person
at the U.S. Naval Academy, the jealous
Dianne Zamora induced her boyfriend,
David Graham, who later attended the Air
Force Academy, to murder a 16-year-old
blonde with whom he had once had a
one-night stand. Zamora, a late 20th
century Lady Macbeth, is supposedly an
Hispanic, though the grasping Jewish cor
porate raider who seized control of Unit
ed Fruit Co. in the 1930s had the same
surname. Come to think of it, Dianne's
physiognomy does bear a few Semitic
traces. Expelled from their respective mili
tary academies, the star-uncrossed lovers
are now in jail awaiting trial for murder.

Bork Talks Turkey
Stealing a famous line from Irish poet
William Butler Yeats, "Slouching toward
Bethlehem," Supreme Court reject Robert
Bork has written Slouching Toward Go
morrah, a book in which he condemns
the Constitution-bashing Supreme Court
and proposes an amendment to allow a
majority of the House and Senate to over
ride High Bench decisions.
This is only one of a grab bag of Borki
an ideas to help resolve some of the life
and-death issues facing the country. But
like most conservative doomsayers these
days, Bork concentrates on the political
and cultural defects, without so much as
a hint as to how to solve the race prob
lem, which is at the bottom of all the
problems and which, if not solved, noth
ing will be solved.

ture-mulching elements that Bork wants
to outlaw.
Bork seems to forget that censorship is
not needed in a healthy society. Obsceni
ty is no issue when the cultural leaders of
a country are overcome with shame at
the mere thought of indulging in gutter
behavior. Censorship is just a stopgap in
a society becoming decadent at such a
rapid rate it negates all attempts to keep
public expressions of filth under control.
The only effective censorship is self
censorship. To really clean up the U.s.,
Americans must first wash out their own
mouths and their own minds.

Passing Thoughts
-The verdict in the second O.J. trial
will again depend not on the evidence
but on the jury's racial makeup. Conse
quently the outcome cannot be predicted
until the number of black, white and His
panic jurors is known. To such depths has
our criminal justice system fallen.
-The man responsible for slipping the
FBI files to the White House and thereby
committing a "gross violation" of bureau
policy was FBI special counsel Howard
M. Shapiro.
- No wonder Dole warned Clinton not
to pressure Israel in that time- and money
wasting photo op White House meeting
between Netanyahu and Arafat. Dole was
simply mouthing what his Middle Eastern
advisors, predominantly Jewish, of course,
were telling him to mouth. Members of
this Jewish brain trust included Undersec
retary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, former
Asst. Secretary of Defense Richard Perle
and former senior National Security
Council and State Dept. official Paula
Dobriansky. The one important non-Jew
to whisper Israeli propaganda into Dole's
ear is the renowned warmongeress, Jeane
Kirkpatrick.
- The First Daughter is a quick study.
She called the Secret Service people paid
to protect her, "personal trained pigs."
When one agent suggested Bill and Hil
lary wouldn't go along with this sneer,
Chelsea demurred: "I don't think so. That's
what my parents call you."

Clinton's Big Lie

Bork doesn't go far enough

Bork proposes censorship as a means
of curbing the rot. liThe obscene prose
and pictures available on the Internet,
motion pictures that are mere rhapsodies
to violence and the more degenerate lyr
ics of rap music" are just a few of the cul

In his typical black-stroking fashion, Clin
ton made a big point in several interviews
and TV encounters of swastikas painted
on the doors of Negro soldiers at Fort
Bragg (NC). Not bothering to wait until
the evidence was in, he claimed that the
swastikas were the work of white mem
bers of the crack military unit, the Green
Berets.
It was no surprise to Instaurationists
that the culprit turned out to be a black,

who painted one of the swastikas on his
own door. Clinton also proved to be a
double liar, since the guilty person was
not a member of the Special Forces as
Mr. Sleeze intimated, but belonged to a
lowly support unit.
Another "hate crime" that took place
this summer was the 60-foot swastika
mowed into a 30-acre cornfield in Bur
lington County (NJ). Governor Whitman
was practically apoplectic about the Nazi
symbol, which could only be seen from
the air. She let it be known that malignant
forces were abroad in the land. Eventual
ly two whites were arrested and more ar
rests were expected. Although this was
more of a prank than a hate crime, in
their search for the villains detectives
knew that blacks were not involved. The
"crime" required too much planning.

Pa Smacks Daughter's Beau
John Jerkins, a police sergeant in Stillwa
ter (OK), heard some strange noises at
1:00 a.m. Touring the house, he caught
his 17-year-old daughter loving it up on
the sofa with her 17 -year-old boyfriend.
Enraged, father Jerkins slapped the overly
affectionate lad hard in the face and
threw him out of the house. For this nor
mal parental reaction, Jerkins was demot
ed to patrolman. Eight months later he
was still trying to regain his lost rank.

No Comprendo Ingles
The Montgomery County (MD) Human
Relations Committee ordered Wells Fargo
Guard Service to pay $32,839.21 to Ms.
Yannick Toussaint. What egregious act
had the guard service committed to be
slapped with such a penalty? It had fired
Toussaint back in 1991 because, as a re
cent arrival from Haiti, she could barely
speak English and was unable to make
herself understood to clients. A local law
yer alerted Toussaint that, being black,
she could sue her former employer for
discrimination. She did.

Weirdo Uncaged
John Crutchley, 49, is out of jail after
serving 10 years for drinking half the
blood of a 19-year-old female hitchhiker
he kidnapped and raped. A few weeks
back he checked into a half-way house in
Orlando, much to the consternation of lo
cals who were not too happy about hav
ing the "vampire rapist" living in their
midst. Crutchley will undergo counseling
and be carefully watched for four months,
or so the authorities say. If he gets a job
after the mandatory four-month observa
tion period, he will be free as a bird.
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Janus Veep
Vice President AI Gore's lachrymose reci
tal of his sisters death from lung cancer
set a new low in political mendacity. He
blamed her death on the weed, declaring
it turned him against cigarette companies
forever. He didn't say that he himself con
tinued to accept money from tobacco in
terests ($16,440 in 1979-90). In 1988,
eight years after his sister's death, Gore
spoke these words to North Carolina to
bacco growers in his failed bid for the
presidency:
Throughout most of my life I raised to
bacco. I want you all to know that with my
own hands, all of my life, I've put it in the
plant beds and transferred it. I've hoed it.
I've dug in it. I've sprayed it. I've chopped
it. I've shredded it. I've spiked it, put it in
the barn and stripped it and sold it.

What earthly good is democracy if it al
lows a two-faced, prevaricating primate like
Gore to occupy the second highest office
in the land?

Addled Ali
The endless media tributes to Muhammad
Ali are a real stomach-churner, though I
suppose his transfiguration was not unex
pected. After all, he was a creation of the
media scribblers, who treated him as a
loudmouth until he became a draft dodg
er and metamorphosed into the darling of
Iibdom. The proud possessor of a draft
deferment after flunking the mental part
of his exam, he was happy as a clam until
the day the government lowered the IQ
minimum down to his. That's when all
the screaming and howling started. His
preposterous claim that his religion for
bade warfare confused Islam with Bud
dhism. That Ali should have represented
the U.S. at the recent Atlanta Olympics
was disgracefu I.
jimmy Carter, trying to make a few
points with black voters, once sent Ali to
Africa as a "Special Ambassador." When
he arrived in Mozambique, a Communist
dictatorship attempting to emulate a Sta
linist utopia, it only took ten minutes with
local officials to produce this typical put
down from our Special Ambassador:
Americans are the baddest white mens
in the world.1t

1/

Phony Refugees
A refugee is described as a person with a
"well-founded fear of persecution." Al
though jews have once again infested the
Russian media, arts and politics, allhough
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the richest Russian is a jew, Russian jews,
with the help of U.S. senators, have been
able to get themselves categorized as ref
ugees. This qualifies them for a cornuco
pia of benefits the moment they set foot
in the U.S.-Medicaid, Aid to Dependent
Children, 551 and food stamps-the works.
It adds up to one more scam the Jewish
community is perpetrating on the Ameri
can people. Twenty-two thousand Russian
Jewish refugees alone arrived in the U.S.
in 1995.

Mutual Thievery
In May, New York shyster David Schick
was convicted of defrauding a British
foundation, Vindola Ltd., of $7 million.
Nothing unusual about that--except that
Vindola finances charitable activities in
Israel. Yes, if the occasion presents itself,
they will steal from each other.

Disappearing Act
Susan Walsh, a go-go dancer turned in
vestigative reporter, disappeared into thin
air while working on an expose of Russian
Jewish prostitution rings in New Jersey.
She told her son she was going out to
make a phone call and was never seen or
heard of again.

The Immigration Issue
The takeover of the American Southwest,
which the invaders plan to call Aztlan,
has already begun. Some isolated ranch
ers along the Rio Grande have been in
timidated and scared off their land by
armed Mexican drug gangs. In southern
California, Hispanic racists have beat up
on white activists and are boring their
way into local politics and school sys
tems. In some areas more Mexican flags
wave than the Stars and Stripes.
White flight from southern California,
south Texas and south Florida started sev
eral years ago. It may soon develop into a
mass exodus. Interestingly the only effec
tive white resistance to Hispanic expan
sion is taking place in California, where
Governor Pete Wilson is doing his best to
end affirmative action and welfare for ille
gals. Two initiatives to this effect have
been offered to the public, one of which,
the removal of a free ride on welfare for
illegals, has already passed, but is being
held up by a jewish judgess. The second,
calling for the end of racial preferences,
will probably be approved by the public
come election day.
Clinton has been moving heaven and

earth to quash any meaningful reaction to
open-door immigration and racial prefer
ences on the part of whites. The cowardly,
lily-livered Dolt, with the help of his
chief minority panderer, jack Kemp, is
shying away from the crucial issues,
though this silence may end if the Repub
lican campaigners get desperate.

Early Continent-Hoppers
The bones of a ma Ie skeleton recently
dug up in Kenniwick (10) date from 7500
B.C. to 7235 B.C. Although the skull was
described as having more Northern Euro
pean than American Indian characteris
tics, local Redskins demanded that the re
mains be reburied immediately. Other
wise the Great Spirit might be offended.
Recent digs in the heart of Asia have
unearthed the mummies of ancient whites.
When combined with the discovery of
Kenniwick Man, the case is strengthened
that early whites were just as hearty a
bunch of explorers and pioneers as their
descendants. It tends to prove that human
history is largely an expansion and retrac
tion, a waxing and wanin& of the white
race. Right now, unfortunately, this race
is in one of its shrinking periods.

Hoaxes Upon Hoaxes
The Washington Post (April 25, 1996) hit
the kiosks with a tear-jerking story about
a North Laurel (MD) woman, Sonia James,
28, a black law student and social work
er, who claimed her townhouse had been
vandalized-dishes broken, family photos
destroyed, clothes torn, furniture slashed
and TV and VCR stolen. Worst of alt a ra
cial slur had been spray-painted on the
wa II of one room.
The Post blew this up into a hate crime
of the first magnitude and heralded it with
a three-column headline. City officials,
tearing their hair and shedding their usual
crocodile tears, offered a large reward
and swore that the culprits would be
quickly rounded up. In the meantime So
nia became a tragic heroine.
After a laborious three-month investiga
tion, lawmen found what every true-blue
Instaurationist would have suspected from
the start. Another IIhate crime" had been
perpetrated by another so-called victim.
Ms. james had staged the whole affair in
order to collect some insurance.
The media are so ready to buy into and
publish anything with a pro-minority ra
cial angle that they make no attempt to
report such crimes skeptically. It is this
lapse of truth-telling that encourages mi
norities to stage so many fake hate crimes
that it's difficult to separate the wheat
from the chaff.

Hispanic Federico Cruz, a 16-year-old
dropout of Rockford (MI), is charged with
murdering white David Crawford, 17,
and dumping his body in a swamp. The
next day Cruz returned, cut off the dead
youth's head and took it back it to his
bedroom where he mutilated it, while film
ing his grisly work on his video camera.
#
The lawyer of Roman Polanski, the
Polish-Jewish movie director who fled the
U.S. to avoid being jailed for having sex
with a 13-year-old girl, is trying to make a
deal with the L.A. District Attorney's of
fice that would allow his client to return.
So far it's a no-go. If Polanski comes back
sans deal, he could get up to 50 years.
#

For putting child porn on the Internet,
Ricky Weinberg of Pleasanton (NY) was
remanded to prison for 15 months. The
pornocrat pleaded guilty to sending a
floppy disk through the mail that showed
a boy sexing it up with another male.
Weinberg was also charged with having
100 pornographic diskettes in his posses
sion.
#

A crying, sobbing year-old black baby,
Joliyuah Hunt, was found crawling on a
street in Chesapeake (VA) at night. A mo
torist spotted her in his headlights. The
whereabouts of mother was unknown.
#

The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Sept. 10,
1996) ran a huge, two-page spread on the
"First Crime of the Century," the 1924
"thrill murder" of young Bobby Franks by
two homos, Nathan Leopold and Richard
Loeb. Not one word in the extensive arti
cle identified the murderers and their vic
tim as Jewish.
#
Ronald Perelman, worth some $4.2 bil
lion, is getting a divorce from his third
wife, shiksa Patricia Duff. In the course of
a conversation with her, the Revlon cos
metics magnate discovered that she was
"wearing" a small tape recorder. Perel
man reportedly gave his second wife, gos
sip columnist Claudia Cohen, $80 million
in going-away money.
#

The Jewish multimillionaire Reuben
Sturman owned and perhaps still owns
peephole parlors and X-rated adult book
stores not only in the U.S. but in several
other countries. Although now behind
bars, he is still very active in the salacious
book business. If, as the Attorney Gener
al's Commission on Pornography states,
Sturman is an associate of the Gambino

family, the longtime Italian-jewish orga
nized crime alliance is still flourishing.
#

While working in a restaurant in his
callow youth, Jesse Jackson boasted he
spat in the food he served to whites. He
now has a copycat, Curtis Johnson, a
black roustabout who works in a Pitts
burgh Arby's. Johnson was caught drop
ping his spittle in a sandwich he was pre
paring for a cop.

in Duluth (MN). Last summer five red.
skins beat Paul Antonich, 17, to death af
ter he accidenta Ily bumped the rear of
their car while driving home from church
services.
#

Senator Joseph Lieberman (D-CT) has a
cross-party affection for would-be Repub
lican veep Jack Kemp, one of the G.O.P.'s
noisiest boosters of Israel. At an "inter
faith conference" financed by jews to
keep Christians in the mood to support
Jewish expansionism in the Middle East,
Lieberman blared, "1 consider Jack Kemp
to be one of my rabbis."

#

#

A usually peaceful park in Hacienda
Heights (CA) was not so peaceful one sum
mer afternoon when six Hispanics jump
ed on a lone 22-year-old Negro stroller,
beating and stabbing him unmercifully.
Mothers and children of all races were
horrified. The Hispanics told the Negro,
who had to be hospitalized, that the park
was "for Mexicans only."

Booze baron Edgar Bronfman Sr. has
set up a tax-free foundation that allows
Americans to finance Israeli political can
didates. Meanwhile, Edgar Jr., who now
spends much of his time in Hollywood
and has three mulatto children, has been
one of the first to sign up for the new
Gu Ifstream V private jet. Cost: $28 million.

#

Zoo City black Carla Lockwood, who
must weigh close to 275 Ibs., has seven
children. Mother didn't like one of the
kids, Nadine, 4, so she starved her to
death. Nadine's father, who might have
prevented the infanticide, lived elsewhere.

Some 1,700 donors, mostly homos, have
raised more than $900,000 for the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum, which con
centrates its Semitic fury on the killers of
the alleged Six Million, but does admit,
albeit somewhat reluctantly, that five mil
lion "Gypsies, handicapped people, Jeho
vah's Witnesses and gays" also perished.
#
The promotion of Rear Admiral Anthony
J. Watson has been put on hold, pending
investigation of charges of sexual miscon
duct with a woman in a Washington (DC)
parking lot. Though news reporters were
careful not to mention it, Watson's epi
dermis sports a lot of melanin.
#
liKing of Quotes" Norman Ornstein was
quoted or his name mentioned in the
N.Y. Times in 22 articles or stories since
1986. Why have the media given such at
tention to Ornstein, a "resident scholar"
of the American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy? No one seems to know.
Could it be because he has been en
dowed, as have so many of his racial cou
sins, with an ample supply of genes for
pushiness?
#
The two politicians vying for one of
Minnesota's senate seats are Paul Well
stone, the Democrat incumbent, and Re
publican Rudy Boschwiz, who lost his seat
to Wellstone in 1990. Both are Jews, al
lhough the Chosen represent only 35,000
(0.83%) of Minnesota's 4.2 million popu
lation.
#

The Indian wars, despite the antiwhite
TV documentary, The West are not over

#

#

Three minority workers in Belvedere
(CA) complained that O.J. Simpson's jokes,
posted by the town's police chief, created
a "pervasive and hostile work environ
ment." The city settled for $90,000.
#

At the infamous 1968 Chicago Demo
cratic Convention, Tom Hayden, said, "It
might be useful. . .to firebomb police
cars." This summer Hayden, ex-husband
of Majority proditor, Jane Fonda, and now
a powerful California state senator, re
turned as a delegate to the Chicago con
vention, where he denounced G.O.P. ex
tremism and hyped his new book on
"eco-spirituality."
#
Jose Ruiz was deported to Mexico
some years ago after he was convicted of
growing marijuana and smuggling illegal
aliens into the U.S. In 1994, Jose sneaked
back across the border, setting off a car
chase, after which a Border Patrol vehicle
accidentally ran over him while he was
hiding behind a sand dune. Having run
up a $340,000 medical bill in U.S. hospi
tals, Jose was again deported. Now he is
suing the Border Patrol and hopes to col
lect at least $500,000.
#

District o( Columbia police, while check
ing for drugs, found 84 bags of crack co
caine in the diapers of a two-year-old
toddler.
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64% of U.S. adults oppose homosexual
marriages; 11 % approve. The remaining
25% are mostly on the fence. So declaims
pollster louis Harris. That a large majority
disapprove will not necessarily have any
effect on the law of the land. Consider
open sesame immigration, also condem
ned by most Americans. It chugs along
unconcernedly and unstoppably as if it
had the backing of the entire electorate.
#
41.4% of U.S. Hispanic households
own homes, a percentage that HUD wants
to boost to 47% in the next 4 years, cour
tesy of a $4-million ad campaign to be fi
nanced by the taxpayer.
#
In the 1960s, Reuters claims KKK mem
bership was 42,000. Today the number of
hooded ones has declined to 5,000. State
with the most Klansmen is Florida.
#
Israeli soldiers in Lebanon mow down
3 Arabs for every Jew in Israel killed by
Muslim freedom fighters, some of whom
are so dedicated to liberating Palestinians
that they are willing to blow themselves
up as they go about wasting the Zionist
interlopers.
#
Total projected cost of legal and illegal
immigrants for 1995-2004: $688 billion.
Newcomers of both stripes displace 2
million workers from their jobs each year
at a cost of $12 billion to welfare agencies.
#
Philandering Prez John F. Kennedy had
an IQ of 119. Madonna claims hers is 140.
#
Some 5.1 million U.s. adults were un
der some form of correctional supervision
by Big Brother in 1994, almost 3/4ths on
probation or parole. 992,000 men and
women were in state and federal prisons.
47% of the inmates were white, 51%
black, 2% apparently uncategorizable.
#
According to Coldwell Banker, a lead
ing real estate firm, the White House, if
put up for sale, should fetch $63,893,550.
The presidential pa lace, situated on 18
acres, has 132 rooms, 32 bathrooms, 29
fireplaces, 3 elevators, tennis court, in
door swimming pool, movie theater, jog
ging track and dentist's office.
#
In Stanford (CT), HUD pays welfare re
cipients up to $1,540 a month for their
apartment rent. In areas where normal
rents are $350 a month or less, HUD
pays $600 a month to welfare renters. No
wonder some landlords are more interest-
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ed in renting to poor minorityites than to
unsubsidized blue-collar white workers.
#
37% of black households in central cit
ies have no autos. 27% of inner-city His
panic households are also without wheels.
#
150,000 alarms will be sounded in the
Washington area this year, excluding the
District of Columbia. 95% of them will be
false.
#
In 1981-93 the suicide rate for black
males (15-24 years old) jumped 63%;
white males in the same age group, 8%.
#
Movie culture-mulchers give 10 times
more to Democrats than to Republicans.
Biggest donor to Democratic causes: Jew
ish homogul David Geffen, who shelled
out $575,697. Geffen made most of his
money-about $900 million-by distrib
uting and selling jungle music.
#
195,000 U.S. residents quit the land of
the unfree and home of bravados perma
nently each year and set out for foreign
parts.
#
Number of nonwhites who have top
level positions in Morris Seligman Dees's
Southern Poverty Law Center: O. Morris
himself "earned" $145,900 in 1994. Rich
ard Cohen, the legal director, was on the
payroll for $151,420. Joseph Levin, a fu 11
time staffer, pocketed $137,798.
#
In 1994, Oprah Winfrey vowed to give
$3 million to Families for a Better Life to
move a 100 fami lies out of Chicago pub
lic housing and off welfare. Although
$1.3 million has been spent, $840,000 of
it provided by Oprah, only 5 families
have left the slums. The black financial
angel has understandably lost some of her
enthusiasm for the project.
#
At least 300,000 Californians have mov
ed into 250 fortress-like, walled-in subur
ban and rural communities, complete
with armed guards and electric gates. The
process is called "forting up."
#
Convicted murderer Colin Fearon, who
prefers the moniker, Chaka Zulu, has filed
544 lawsuits and claims against the N.Y.
state prison system since 1974 when he
was first incarcerated. One suit for $2 mil
lion was for being lacerated by a plastic
spoon; another for $4 million claimed
prison officials lost his allergy medicine.
Most trivial was his suit for $3.4 million

because his jailers wouldn't allow him
time to file a claim.
#
In the next 20 years, if the U.S. popula
tion continues to grow at its present ac
celerated pace and the highways become
more jammed, it may take 5 hours to
drive the 30 miles between New Bruns
wick (NJ) and Trenton.
#
Blacks, who comprise 14% of U.S.
women capable of bearing children, have
31% of all abortions; white women, 61%.
Non-religious women have 4 times more
abortions than their religious sisters. More
than 57% of abortions are performed on
women who say they were using birth
control during the month of conception.
(U.S. News & World Report Aug. 19)
#
17% of baton wielders of U.S. sympho
ny orchestras are ladies.
#
Current u.s. budget deficit is estimated
to be in the range of $116 billion. If it
weren't for the interest on the national
debt, the deficit would vanish and be re
placed by a surplus of $124 billion.
#
Basketball rules in Cecil County (MD)
mandate that if one team gets ahead by
10 points, no further baskets by the win
ners will be counted until the losing team
catches up.
#
86 cab drivers were killed in 1994. It's
the most dangerous job in America, yet
some municipalities have fined cabbies,
even had them fired, for not venturing in
to black inner-city areas.
#
Other types of work, particularly in the
retail trade, are also risky. Each week 20
people are killed on the job and 18,000
assaulted. Nearly 73% of the victims of
workplace homicides are white. (N. Y.
Times, July 9)
#
The average marriage lasted 6.7 years
in 1970; 7.2 years in 1990.
#
Now that Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas, who left the Catholic Church in
the 1960s and became an Episcopalian, is
returning to the Catholic fold, for the first
time in U.S. history Protestants are in a
minority in the Supreme Court. The 4
Protestant justices are Episcopalians San
dra Day O'Connor and David Souter, Lu
theran Chief Justice William Rehnquist,
and John Paul Stevens, who just says he's
a Protestant and lets it go at that. The
non-Protestant majority now consists of
Catholics Thomas, Antonin Scalia and
Anthony Kennedy, and two Jews, Stephen
Breyer and Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

*

Waspishly Yours

Jews especially love to propagate the Iie that they
were first attacked by Egypt, jordan and Syria in 1967.
Truth to tell, Israelis deliberately provoked and initiated
that war. They knew they could win, so they seized the
opportunity to expand the range of their piracy and plun
der. Doesn't might make right? Isn't that what it means to
be a "light unto the nations?" Menaphlegm Begin unblush
ingly boasts of this Zionist duplicity in his miasmic me
moirs.
In June 1967, we again had a choice. The Egyptian
Army concentrations in the Sinai approaches do not prove
that Nasser was really about to attack us. We must be hon
est with ourselves. We decided to attack him.
Or, as David (Bren-gun) Ben-Gurion admitted, vis-a-vis
the overall situation, "let us not ignore the truth among
ourselves. . .The country [Palestine] is theirs, because
they inhabit it, whereas we want to come here and settle
down..."
The apex of the propaganda from AI PAC is that the
U.S. needs Israel as a "strategic asset." The reality is that
Israel is-and always has been-a strategic liability.
According to AIPAC propaganda, the Arabs are ma
rauding terrorists hellbent upon driving "poor little Israel
into the sea," so that the real danger here is deciding what
defenseless poor little Israel will do with all its A-bombs,
not to mention all its bug-bombs and its capacity for bac
teriological warfare. But bacteriological warfare brings me
back to the poisonous effects of Zionide propaganda.
For decades the Jews have been blackeni ng Islam, de
picting it as the moronic religion of a socially and politi
cally retarded people, a rei igion diametrically opposed to
democracy.
What right do Christians and/or Jews have to laugh at
the Muslim belief that Muhammad ascended into heaven?
I seem to remember that Jesus also ascended into heaven,
and that his sainted mother also followed the same route.
Where in Islam was Muhammad ever resurrected from the
dead after three days?
Who walked on water? What legendary leader separat
ed the Red Sea from the truth? Who got the tablets of the
law directly from God (after He had plagiarized them from
Hammurabi)?
Who lived in the belly of a "big fish" for three days?
Who charmed water from a rock by rappi ng it with a
wooden rod? Who heard God speaking from a burning
bush? Who made the sun stand still?
Didn't tricky Jacob (whose name became "Israel"),
didn't Israel Sumo-wrestle all night with a material angel
for the right to keep what he had stolen from his brother?
Wasn't that stolen mess of pottage later called Palestine?

Wasn't that mess created by Israel pounding with mortars
and pestles Palestinian bones into a kosher blood pud
ding?
Wasn't the story of tricky jacob a splendid example of
conduct for a people to enshrine in a book they call holy?
Worst of all, Islam is slammed because it refuses to ac
cept a "separation" between church and state. Now really?
I wonder where that great philosopher Hegel got the
curious notion that a "separation" of church and state was
fictional or illusory? Did he foresee the time when relig
ious parties in the U.S. would invent Byzantine rationales
for funding parochial schools with monies filched from the
public treasury, making a coffin of "separation" from the
coffers of so-called free enterprise? Did Hegel foresee that,
because of their political clout, Jews would be able to raid
the public treasury in America in order to support their re
ligious schools or yeshivas? Do Christian fundamentalists
today really believe in a separation of church and state in
America? So why slam Islam, if you're not also going to
slam deceptive Judaism and mythical Christianity?
Do Jews-believing Jews-believe in a separation of
church and state? The truth is that "real" Jews-not the
milksop assimilationists whelped in Hollywood-the
black-bearded, side-curled, frock-coated, tough-minded
Hasidim who are an embarrassment to the chic Holly
wood assimilationists-the truth is that "real" Jews-the
foreign looking, alienated, unapologetic Pithecanthropus
erectus types who stand erect on the Torah-these "real"
Jews are every bit as "bad," if not worse, than Muslims
ever were or are when it comes to religious tolerance. The
Arabs are often more tolerant of Jews than Jews are of one
another. The first and worst persecutors of early Christians
(i.e., "reformist" jews) were Jews jealous of a heresy based
on spirit rather than on shekels.
What do the "real" Jews think of democracy and the
separation of church and state?
The late rabid rabbi Meir Kahane summed it up best:
Moses never called a pari iament, never consulted the peo
ple about anything. He took his marching orders directly
from God. Democracy be damned. To separate the church
from the state is to separate the state from its very source
in divinity.
So why is this surprising? Isn't the history of Israel the
history of kings? King David, King Solomon, King Herod,
to name a few. When Yahweh gave the Jews prophetic
leaders, didn't the people call instead for kings? Didn't
Jews in modern Israel, Jews with bloody hands, call for
Arik Sharon, the blubbergut butcher of West Beirut, to be
come king of the Jews?
v.s. STINGER
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As happens once in the proverbial blue moon, in
the reportage of the incessant Israeli wars against the
Palestinians, the media gave the latter a break and
blamed, albeit it momentarily, the latest Holy Land
violence on the Zionists. But after this brief and unu
sual retreat to the truth, the pundits and "experts"
wasted no time putting a purely Jewish spin on
events. On Meet the Press (Sept. 29) the bug-eyed
Tim Russert allowed the Israeli ambassador to the
U.S. to remain on camera at least three times as long
as the Palestinian spokeswoman who was cut off al
most in the middle of a sentence with the lame expla
nation that the satellite had been "lost." A few hours
later, on the same Sunday, This Week with David
Brinkley featured Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Ne
tanyahu and a State Dept. Jewish apparatchik, Den
nis Ross. Only maverick Sam Donaldson threw a
couple of hardball questions. Most of the program
amounted to little more than a prO-Israel lovefest.
George Will moaned gratuitously about the hundreds
of Israelis who had died in the last year or so but
moaned not at all about the thousands of Palestinians
exterminated by the high-tech Israeli army.
Once the Israeli lobby and its panderers were
back in control, the opening of the archaeological
tunnel, which triggered the shooting, was declared a
non-issue and next to nothing was said about the
abysmal economic situation in the Gaza Strip and in
the few West Bank communities returned to Palesti n
ian rule. On the other hand, much was said about the
Palestinian policemen who dared to shoot at rampag
ing Israeli soldiers. The Zionists were only using rub
ber bullets in their firefights, we were informed. Since
rubber bullets don't kill, what was responsible for so
many Palestinian deaths? Could it have been the heli
copter gunships spraying live bullets into gatherings
of West Bankers. As for the Oslo Agreements, which
the Israelis have failed to live up to, particularly in re
gard to the removal of Israeli troops from Hebron,
they were mentioned in passing, but reporters avoid
ed pointing the figure at the Israelis for their grandi
ose welshi ng.
With the peace process not processi ng, with the
grim hopelessness that bears down on an oppressed
people suffering under the heel of an alien army of
occupation, the Palesti nians felt they had no choice
but to relieve their frustrations by staging a mini
revolt.
From the very beginning the peace process has
been a euphemism for the establishment and institu
tionalizing of the Jewish hegemony over a little strip
of land that somehow gets more coverage in the U.S.
media than all the other countries in the world com
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bined. We may be sure that, no matter what occurs
in the Middle East, Americans, largely against their
own better judgment, will continue to pour billions
of dollars a year-$100 billion in the last 50 years
into the bottomless pit of Zionist financial and mili
tary demands. All for what? To delay but not prevent
the Armageddon that will surely explode when Mus
lim countries have a nuclear arsenal equal to Israel's
and are determined to drive the Jewish interlopers
from the U.S. protected beachhead into the sea. Then
tens of millions, perhaps hundreds of millions, will
die and among the dead will be those Israelis who
didn't exit in time for the U.S. and parts west.
The way things are heading, Israel, before its de
mise, will become a fortress state with a population
consisting largely of the military and with Arab serfs
to do the cooking and housecleaning. Civilian Jews
will be long gone.
Isn't it strange that one small ethnic group has
such a commanding presence in every aspect of
American domestic and foreign policy? Think of what
the U.S. would be without Jews. Think of the lives
that would not have been wasted, the resources not
squandered and the time and money not spent on
pointless diplomatic missions.
Notwithstandi ng the insanity of our support for Is
rael, we continue to meddle and meddle and med
dle-ali the while proving that the U.S., which might
have gone down as one of history's great nations,
will be remembered as the tail-wagging dog of a
small racist cohort that represents less than 3% of the
U.S. population and a minuscule fraction of the
world's population.
The lowest blow to what is left of U.S. civility in
recent months was the Nike TV ad featuring Tiger

Woods, the great black golf hope, who won three
amateur tournaments and has now turned pro. The
message of the ad was that Woods, despite his emi
nence, still cannot play on certain U.S. golf courses.
When a reporter asked Nike to identify these courses,
a company official, after some embarrassi ng hesita
tion, admitted he could not name any. Neither could
anyone at Nike explain why a man with a black fa
ther and a Thai mother was solely identified as a
black. Could it be there are more black buyers of
Nike shoes? Could it be that Nike policy was set by
affirmative action?
Not at all nonplused, Nike officials continued to
run the false ads, conduct interviews with sports fig
ures and put on glowing PR stunts. Nothing must be
allowed to stop racial preferences on the airwaves.
Nike, incidentally, signed a $50-million contract with
Woods before he played one round as a pro. When
he did get around to entering his first professional
tournaments, which featured only second-echelon
players, he won one, but did rather poorly in others.
Nike pays its Indonesian workers 48¢ an hour to
make the fancy, souped-up versions of what used to
be called sneakers that sell in the U.S. for $100 or
more, provided they are embossed with the names of
sports figures, mai nly Negroes, such as Michael jor
dan. The Chief Executive Officer of N ike, who spe
cializes in making giraffish Negro athletes multimil
lionaires, is a WASP Episcopalian named Philip
Knight. He is a likely candidate for Instauration's Ma
jority Renegade of the Year.
Mexican TV viewers were treated to the death by
fire of Solar Hernandez, accused of raping, beating
and killing his girlfriend. Some Vigilantes in Playa Vi
cente, a town in Veracruz state, seized Senor Her
nandez, stripped him down to his underwear, tied
him to a tree and burnt him alive. The TV audience
watched the victim scream and wriggle for a while
before he gave up the ghost. Two Mexican TV sta
tions broadcast this event, which recalled the burning
at the stake that once was dished out to heretics by
Mexico's Spanish conquerors. Altogether five al
leged criminals were burned to death in Mexico last
summer. Townspeople claimed they had been forced
to perform these gory, gasol i ne-drenched executions
because the Mexican criminal justice system was
simply not working.

From Zip 532. Conservative talkmeister Rush Lim
baugh is regularly a target of criticism on Instaura
tion's hallowed pages. I have mixed feelings about
the man. Some Instaurationists, purists to the bone,

think he should spend a goodly portion of his time
railing against jews and minorities. Since he doesn't
oblige, the purists imply Limbaugh is simply a charla
tan, a kosher conservative and all the rest. I am a
half-hearted defender of Rush because on a number
of occasions I have heard him do a damn fine job
opining against illegal immigration, minority agita
tors, homosexuals and the liberal-minority coalition
in general. Every little bit helps. But make no mis
take, I am far from being one of his army of diJto
heads. Rush really doesn't get it when it comes to
Jews and the Jewish question. At times his pandering
to and fawning over the Chosen has reached the
point of nausea.
I watch very little television anymore. Yet even
with my discriminating viewing and my few couch
potato hours, the electronic eye often manages to in
furiate me. just such an incident occurred a few
weeks ago.
Against my better judgment, my daughters and I
tuned in to the Miss Teen USA contest that was being
held in las Cruces (NM). My girls enjoy watching this
sort of show so they can debate which contestant is
prettiest and mull over other trivia of interest. After
the emcee had introduced and briefly interviewed
only eight of the 50 contestants, I could see the direc
tion things were heading. Six of the first eight contest
ants were nonwhite, some of them from states with
overwhelmingly white populations. Apparently we
were supposed to believe that these were the most
beautiful and talented girls from their respective
states. When I turned off the TV in disgust, my daugh
ters did not protest.
These minority-riddled Miss-somethi ng-or-other
contests have become yet another exercise in affirma
tive action. Witness the disproportionate number of
nonwhite Miss Americas and Miss USAs in recent
years.
Beauty, however, is not in the eyes of the behold
er or beholding judges. Beauty is the fortuitous com
bination of genes which dictate the standards for
beauty, which in the West and often in the East is the
Nordic ideal.

From Zip 921. Interviewed by CNN's Riz Khan,
bestselling author Daniel Goldhagen, who claims
that practically all Germans were ardent supporters
of Nazi "death camps," bridled at identifying himself
as Jewish. He averred that it was irrelevant to his
book, Hitler's Willing Executioners. When lincoln
admonished that "You can't fool all of the people all
of the time," he obviously didn't know about TV.
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle-John Nobull

economist from West Yorkshire who became successively
Lawrence Durrell once said that every true patriot hates
President of the Board of Trade and Prime Minister. He was
his country in his own way. The group I really hate in Eng
able to hand monopolistic import contracts to a whole series
land is not the Jews but the caring, sharing middle class, the
of egregious Jews, who then imported large quantities of
lacqueys of the Jews, who parasitise the welfare state, making
products from the sweated-labour factories of Eastern Europe
it enormously more expensive than it need be. The caring,
to undercut better-paid British workers.
sharing middle class supply the social workers who enable
In a great gesture of generosity Prime Minister Menzies of
immigrants and their families to live off the taxpayer, supply
fered free passage to Australia to any Briton who wanted to
the teachers who deliberately refrain from teaching the three
come. But the Aussies soon realised that the proles and de
Rs (on egalitarian grounds) .. .the families which "freely for
pendent middle-class people who came were not
give" the criminals who have beaten and robbed their
quite the people who had created the British Empire
old parents...the ministers of religion who plead the
(viz the Marlboro men who still survive in parts of
cause of paedophiles...the "counsellors" who get to
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and North America).
work on a poor woman who has been raped by a
Question. How do you know when a jet-load of
smelly black. ..the members of Parliament who vote
poms has landed in Australia?
automatically against the death penalty...the judges
Answer. Because the whining goes on long after
and police officers who prevent their underlings from
cracking down on immigrant crime.
the engines have stopped.
The best of the British emigrated to Africa. White
After WWII, which impoverished Britain and un
schoolchildren in Rhodesia were the most intelligent
dermined the Empire, it was the caring, sharing mid
and some of the finest-looking in the world. Yet the
dle class which became a fixture in the House of
caring, sharing middle class in Britain, which never
Commons and the greatly enlarged bureaucracy. Ne
breathes a word against the Jewish rape of Palestine,
vil Shute used to say that the senior bureaucrats were
gave money gladly to the World Council of Churches,
descendants of the butlers to the upper class who
knowing it would be passed on to black guerrillas
wanted revenge against their former employers be
who murdered isolated Rhodesian farmers and their
cause of their injured pride. In any case, the caring,
families. It was the fat upper-class swine Soames,
sharing middle class has assumed the task of ruining
Churchill's son-in-law, who set the seal on Britain's
the upper-middle class and the landed gentry. Above
betrayal of Rhodesia.
a very modest level, anyone who tried to succeed
honestly hit his head on a tax ceiling sneeringly im
Some years ago I walked into an exhibition in London's King's Road. The "art" consisted entirely of faec
posed by "moral" Marxists and Methodists. The top
rate of income tax was set at 83%, the top rate of tax on "un
es and the marks of absorbed urine tastefully arranged on
earned income" (i.e., savings) at 98%! And the gradations
canvas. The perpetrators were mostly Jews, of course, but the
earnest-looking art-lovers who came to view the horror were
were low by U.S. standards. Vicious inheritance taxes did the
rest. In the early 50s one country house a day was being sold
mostly British. I congratulated the frowsy female who super
in socialist Britain. Businessmen, many of them Jews who had
vised the show, telling her that it was subtly evocative of the
most of their money abroad, remained virtually untouched.
new Britain, right down to the smells. Until I mentioned the
Middle-class Labour and Conservative councillors in local
smells, she thought I was a convert to the cause.
government allowed themselves to be bribed by Jewish prop
The caring, sharing middle class loathes anything which
erty developers, who then tore down the comfortable, little
smacks of competition or exercise. That is why the school
semi-detached houses in which the people had been happy
teachers feel demeaned when called upon to supervise games
for the children on their inadequate playing fields. At the re
for generations and replaced them with monstrous jerry-built
egg-boxes. What resulted was a good copy of an East European
cent Olympics the British won one gold medal, the Italians
13. Yet the soft middle class is only too ready to applaud a
people's democracy.
But at least in those democracies the people didn't have
horizontal Negro heavyweight who represents Britain, just as
to put up with mass immigration from the Third World-at
the soccer-watching proles cheer on the aliens who are
least until the 1980s. In Britain the caring, sharing middle
brought in at great expense to represent them on their local
class provided the moral climate of welcome. Labour coun
teams. I don't hate the proles. They have been betrayed and
cillors in East London even supplied brass bands to celebrate
are only slowly beginning to realise it. The teachers and the
the influx of West Indians. Now we have a really revolting
media have stultified them almost completely.
multiracial state, which the British people were never al
I will just add one detail, supplied by Auberon Waugh,
lowed to vote on. As a result, they are being driven into close
son of novel ist Evelyn Waugh. Before WWI, 65% of the Eng
proximity with the most degraded peoples in the world (West
lish population was classed as fair-haired. Now the propor
Indians, Africans, Bangladeshis) and punished for defending
tion is only 10%! The fair-haired people emigrated, died in
themselves against constant provocation.
wars or miscegenated with the darker-hued. Bye-bye Angles
The career to study is that of Harold Wilson, a tubby little
and Saxons.
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Report from the Darkening Tip
Aug. 1: While an increasing number of Cuban doctors have
been welcomed by the Mandela government to practice in South
Africa, an increasing number of South African doctors are leav
ing. A Johannesburg doctor warned that the ANC seems intent
on creating a medical desert.
Aug. 2: Roelf Meyer, Secretary-General of the National Party,
has stated that his party aims at taking over the government from
the ANC in the year 2004. Nobody takes him too seriously.
Aug. 3: F.W. de Klerk, leader of the National Par
ty, told his party's congress that "our country is
slipping. This is proven beyond doubt by the
lack of sufficient new investment, the rising
number of South Africans leaving our shores and
the fragility of the rand."
Aug. 5: Dr. Theo Veldsman, President of the
Psychological Society of South Africa, remarked, "the
South African society is one of the highest, if not the high
est, stressed societies in the world."
Aug. 6: Economists still expect South Africa to reach a
growth rate of 3% this year-much less than expected ear
lier.
Aug. 7: Robbers in Durban took about $8.6 million in a
heist early yesterday.
Aug. 8: South Africa's gold and currency reserves last month
shrunk by $176.6 million to $2.1 billion. In June this year it was
$2.25 billion and in July last year it was $2.4 billion.
The Minister of Safety and Security, Sydney Mufamadi, an
nounced a crackdown on gangs sowing terror in the Western
Cape, and on Islamic vigilantes who killed a gang leader.
Aug. 9: Former Cabinet Minister Pick Botha urged Mandela
and other South African leaders to call a national convention on
crime. "There is no liberty in a country where people are killed
in the way they are being killed in South Africa," he declared at
a National Party function in Pretoria.
Aug. 10: Mandela called on all sectors of society to stop pro
tecting criminals and to inform the police of any evidence of
crime.
Aug. 11: Black parents who won a battle to get their children
accepted at a previously all-white high school in Groblersdal in
Mpumalanga are now considering removing them because of in
timidation.
Aug. 12: Rioting erupted in Cape Town yesterday when po
lice and troops moved in on a Hanover Park march by armed
Muslim vigilantes, who have vowed to eradicate drug dealing by
local criminal gangs.
Aug. 13: The South African Police Union has come out in
support of a national convention on crime, saying South Africans
were losing faith in the ability of the authorities to deal with the
scourge.
Aug. 14: Special task force groups have been appointed by
the government to track down so-called "spook-workers" in gov
ernment services. Several thousand people who are not working
are receiving monthly salaries from the government.
Aug. 15: When chaos erupted at universities in three provinc
es, the police had to intervene to restore order. At the University
of Zululand in Natal the police used tear gas to force a thousand
angry students to disperse after they had plundered the campus
and damaged vehicles. At the University of Potchefstroom stu

dents damaged buildings and vehicles, and overturned garbage
containers. At the University of the North in Pietersburg lecturers
dissatisfied with "unjust" salary increases, blockaded the main
entrance to the university.
Aug. 16: The rand equaled its all-time low of 4.6 against the
dollar set April 26 as the run on the currency continues.
Minister of Justice Dullah Omar and his family ha,ve had to
move into a safe house following threats to his life by Muslim
militants.
Aug. 11: The Reserve Bank, fighting to save the
plunging rand, pulled the currency back from the
abyss in volatile dealings yesterday.
Aug. 18: Ex-members of the Afrikaner Weer
standsbeweging (Afrikaner Resistance Move
ment) have been hired by Cape Town gang
lords seeking protection from anti-drug militants.
Racial tensions are building at a high school in
Kempton Park after a 15-year-old white girl was alleg
edly raped by two black pupils.
Aug. 20: Political and economic analysts yesterday
welcomed Mandela's formal announcement that he will
begin a phased handover to his successor in December
next year. Most likely heir apparent is 54-year-old Deputy
President Thabo Mbeki, the urbane, pipe-smoking economist
who already acts as Mandela's Prime Minister.
Aug. 20: The Reformed (Protestant) churches in South Africa
have expressed their deep concern regarding the "climate of an
archy" which is increasing in the country.
Aug. 21: The number of illegal immigrants to South Africa is
increasing at an alarming rate, according to Home Affairs Minis
ter Mangosuthu Buthelezi.
Aug. 22: According to General Coustand Viljoen, leader of
the Freedom Front, there was growing pressure from within the
ranks of "ethnic Afrikaners" for the establishment of a Volkstaat,
a free and independent state for Afrikaners.
Aug. 21: Four thousand South African whites have left the
country during the first four months of this year. Australja is still
favored by most emigres.
Aug. 30: National Police Commissioner George Fivaz said an
extra 1,000 policemen would be deployed in Gauteng (Pretoria,
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg and surrounding areas) beginning
today in an urgent effort to clamp down on killer hijackings and
police murders.
Aug. 31: The big newspapers have all been friendly towards
Mandela since he came into power. They sometimes criticize but
never attack. This has had a definite effect on their circulation.
According to Mrs. Xingwana, Chairwoman of the ANC's
sport study group in Parliament, it is possible the "old apartheid
flag (orange, white and blue) might be banned by Parliament if
"rightwingers [that is whites] continue their disruptive behaviour
at rugby matches."
The tensions are rising.
Postscript: Earlier in the month Dr. Ferdi Hartzenberg, leader
of the Conservative Party, announced the Freedom Plan of the
party, which aims at creating a maximum of unity among Afri
kaners and the mustering of all freedom-loving parties and na
tions to bring about the fall of the Marxist-controlled government
in South Africa.
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Canada. Mohamud Saleh, a 27-year-old
illegal from Somalia, had a heart trans
plant at the University of Ottawa Heart In
stitute. The $75,000 tab was picked up by
Canadian taxpayers.
John McCarthy, Director of Publica
tions for CANADA (Caucasian Awareness
National Action Defense Assn.) admitted
at a meeting of the Edmonton Multicultu
ral Society that he is a IIracist" and IIproud
to be one." He was unafraid to expand on
his dangerous remarks: III can assure you,
we Europeans have had just about enough.
We're organizing to protect our rights."
He indicated that minority racists are just
as racist as he is, but manage to camou
flage their racism with the help of a com
pliant media.
The Writers Union of Canada and some
top-ranking academics have rushed to the
defense of Gerald Hannon, a journalism
teacher suspended from his job at Toron
to's Ryerson Polytechnic University, for
his stentorian endorsement of pedophilia.
In one outburst he decried the notion that
sexual contact between children and
adults is unethical. Despite this verbal
bilge, the Toronto Globe and Mail, Cana
da's N.Y. Times, went so far as to com
pare Hannon to Socrates. Neither the
Globe nor Hannon's claque showed any
sign of disapproval when he announced
he adds to his income by moonlighting as
a homosexual prostitute. Canada's cultu
ral cesspool, like that of its southern
neighbor, stinks more every day.

Britain. For several years Nigerian and
Ghanian gangs, some living in Africa,
have been running a $62 million-dollar
a-year racket importing 2,000 stolen Mer
cedes to Britain, then shipping them to
West African countries.
France. The five months' occupation
of the Bernard de la Chapelle Church by
illegal immigrants embittered French anti
immigrationists more than ever. At long
last the government sent in 450 Republi
can Security Guards to dislodge the
squatters. Of the 300 occupants, howev
er, only 40 were aired back to Africa at
taxpayer expense. The others were re
leased by courts sitti ng in an emergency
Sunday session. The "poor" blacks were
defended by teams of super-posh advo
cates.
There were constant visits to the
holed-up Africans by dyed-in-the-wool
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supporters of abortion-women-lib celeb
rities who went overboard pampering the
pickaninnies, some born during the siege.
For the first time feminists were caught
glorifying, not denigrating, maternity.
Ironically most of the illegals were polyg
amous Muslims, whose menfolk con
sider females little better than cattle.
French leftists and Jews have called
for the arrest of Front National leader
Jean-Marie le Pen for declaring, "I be
lieve in the inequality of races." le Pen il
lustrated his thesis by reminding everyone
of the very "unequal" performance of
blacks at the recent Olympics, the infer
ence being that if one race can run faster,
perhaps another can think faster. For en
gaging in such allusive discourse, Premier
Alain Juppe called le Pen a racist. Coun
terpunching and not missing a beat, le
Pen demanded that Juppe resign because
prime ministers should not engage in in
sults.
Two lI you ths" waylaid a 14-year-old
French student in the center of Marseilles
in broad daylight and knifed him to
death. They didn't like his looks. Police
called it a "gratuitous, savage, hateful
crime." The two killers, described as
North Africans by a few American papers,
are still at large. The backbone-less
French press is very anxious to avoid any
connection between race and crime.

Spain. last July some Israeli "research
ers" showed up in the library of the 11 th
century Benedictine monastery, Santa
Maria of Montserat. After they had left,
monks were mortified to discover that
some of their most precious manuscripts
were missing. In early September, one of
the Israelis, an alleged rabbi, had the
chutzpah to return with another group of
"researchers." This time the Spanish po
lice were alerted and searched them as
they left. Abraham Asur, a Jewish shoe
salesman, had three manuscripts in his
shirt, one in his briefcase and a small rare
book cached in one of his pockets. He
was charged with theft, released on
$16,000 bail and fled to Tel Aviv. The
other Israelis were released after spending
a few nights in jail. The first nine manu
scripts stolen have sti II not been recov
ered.
Germany. As of the first week in Sep
tember, the German translation of Daniel
Goldhagen's Hitler's Willing Execution

ers, a massive racial polemic against the
German people, was the #4 bestseller
40,000 copies printed, 30,000 in the hop
per. In the 1930s racial supremacy ruled
the roost in Germany. In the 90s racial
masochism is the thing. Who knows,
maybe in another 50 years, there will be
a bestseller entitled, Netanyahu's Willing
Executioners, a bestseller dealing with the
extinction of the Palestinians.
Russia. The most promising Russian
leader, General Alexander lebed, fired by
Yeltsin in mid-October, is an honorable
man intent on ridding the Russian plutoc
racy of corruption and residual commu
nism. His current team of advisers in
clude similarly minded army men like
General Rodionov and Jews like Mikhail
leontev, leonid Radzikhovskiy and Vita
liy Najshun, who want to establish a IIfree
market" dictatorship. Other advisers, such
as Golovkov, Filin and Migul, are liberal
free market advocates who oppose any
sort of dictatorship. Another lebed con
sultant is the chairman of the Islamic
Committee, Geydar Dzhemal, who advo
cates a union between Russia and the
now independent Islamic republics.
lebed's main financial backer is Boris
Abramovich Berezovskiy, a Jew who pro
vides lebed access to Russian TV.
lebed is on friendly terms with some
Jews, but on unfriendly terms with others.
His famous barb at a Cossack who inter
rupted him during a speech, "Why do
you talk like a Jew?" has sent fearful fris
sons down the spines not only of Russian
Jews but of Jews worldwide.

From a Russian subscriber. Nations
derive sustenance from land, and the
riches of that land are a basic strength of
a country. Chechnya sits on the northern
tip of the same body of oil from which
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait pump their
wealth. It is high-grade 011, much better
than any other deposits in Russia. Before
the attempted breakaway, fully 90% of
the aviation fuel produced in the former
Soviet Union was being made from Che
chen oil. It is simply not serious to think
that Russia will let Chechnya go. (At this
moment the fragi Ie peace agreement
worked out by lebed is still holding.)
Chechens have racial links to Iranians
and Turks. Their IQ is not that of Ger
mans, not even that of the Slavs. Che
chens represent a typical Turkic type
low intelligence, low attention span, short
temper, brutishness. We can add terms
like "brave," "independent-minded," "na
tionalistic," "high level of ethnic solidari
ty," but the bottom line for Russia is that
the Chechens, being unable to create an

economically viable society based on the
rule of law, will, when left alone, become
a bandit state, as was demonstrated dur
ing a brief period of their "unilateral dec
laration of independence," when Chech
nya became a refuge for the most wanted
criminals in Russia, as well as a center of
illegal arms and drug trade. The Chechen
mafia is the most brutal and most success
ful in Russia, with tentacles spreading as
far away as Germany and Hong Kong.
If the Chechens succeed in breaking
away, it will be "perfectly natural" for
them to seek additional sources of reve
nue by offering the U.S. or other coun
tries deals on military bases and other
types of cooperation detrimental to Rus
sia's interests.
I hope no reader of Instauration be
lieves for a moment the picture presented
in the media that Russia cannot crush
"that small but determined nation." Rus
sia, obviously, has the means of destroy
ing all human settlements in Chechnya in
a few weeks. But that, of course, cannot
be done, since world public opinion is
not something to be easily trampled on.
Pretty much the only strategy for Russia is
to prolong the conflict, to be able to say:
"Yes, a hundred thousand civilian lives
have been lost, but it was a brutal war,
waged by a fanatical band of terrorists,
which has resulted in a loss of 20,000 of
our young soldiers."
An ultimate objective in this war
would be for Russia to depopulate Chech
nya and to bring in the Russians. Stalin
did just that in a few days, in the Crimea,
one of the most massive resettlement op
erations in human history. But the world
is very much different today. It's no long
er acceptable to put a nation into boxcars
and ship its citizens to some Kazakhstan.
Essentially the same goal can be achieved
by devastating Chechnya over a course of
a decade or so, then offering "develop
ment loans" to the survivors if they will
take up residence elsewhere. The Kremlin
bosses would love to do this without hav
ing to sacrifice tens of thousands of their
soldiers in the process. But they are real
ists. They know the price and power of
world public opinion.
Many people must ask themselves,
where did the rebels get their arms to sus
tain such an intense conflict for so long?
A book, The Chechen Transit, provides
the answer. It was published in Russia last
year and describes in considerable detail
the arms supply route for the rebels. It
starts in Turkey and goes through a few
airfields and mountain passes in the Cau
casus all the way to Chechnya. Even
though it is a large operation, it could be
effectively terminated with a few thou

sand soldiers posted at the critical points.
The book, understandably, produced a
scandal in Russia. How is it possible that
an investigative reporter found everything
out before the generals did?
In this baffling conflict everything is
possible.
Israel. In some ways Binyamin Netan
yahu's career resembles Clinton's. Large
lacunae are found in their resumes! along
with serious questions about character.
The newly elected Prime Minister of Is
rael went by four different names in his
early days in the U.S. as a student at
M.I.T. and later as a political adviser to
the Israeli Embassy in Washington. These
four names were his present official one,
his student name Benjamin Nitai, and
two others that appeared in various docu
ments: John J. Sullivan and John J. Sulli
van Jr. The Malibu (CA) addresses given
for the last two names don't exist.
Two Israeli reporters tried to shed
some light on the mystery by looking into
Netanyahu's Social Security records. They
were rebuffed, one reason being that his
file had been given a "confidential" clas
sification, which is only enjoyed by five
categories of people: FBI, CIA, IRS, terror
ists and criminals .. The best guess is that,
when he had dual citizenship, Netanyahu
probably had some association with the
CIA.
Netanyahu's biggest supporters in the
U.S. are or were Reubin Matheus, the
Haagen-Dazs ice cream magnate, who
gave millions to the late Jewish super
racist, Rabbi Kahane; Marvin Josephine,
publishing company exec; Barry Siotnik,
a lawyer with more than lawyerly con
nections to the Italian- and Russian
Jewish mafias; Ted Arison, the cruise line
king; and cosmetics mogul Ronald Laud
er. Netanyahu's most powerful non
Jewish booster is said to be Rupert Mur
doch.

In 1950, 25% of the population of Is
rael was Christian. Today it's down to
3%. In 1940, 45,000 Palestinian Chris
tians resided in Jerusalem. Today the num
ber has shrunk to 10,000.
Canadians built a $41,000 play
ground for Palestinian children in East Je
rusalem. In late summer Israeli bulldozers
leveled it to the ground, along with a par
tially built Arab community center, claim
ing no one had obtained a proper con
struction permit. It's probably not an ex
aggeration to say that Zionists bulldozers
have done more than bullets to ethnically
cleanse Palestinians from their homeland.
The latest edition of Britain's authori

tative Jane's Sentinel tears away much of
the mask covering the Israeli military:
177,500 personnel are on active duty in
the Israel Defense Force at anyone time,
140,000 of them draftees. Not included
are 429,000 reserve soldiers. Ground ar
mament consists largely of 3,800 tanks,
1,800 listed as "high quality." The Air
Force has 664 fixed-wing aircraft and 225
helicopters. The Navy possesses three
subs. Estimates of the number of nuclear
warheads range from 100 to 300. Fifty
Jericho 2 and 160 Lance missi les can de
liver the warheads to any place in the
Middle East and perhaps well beyond.
The original Palestinians were called
Philistines, a name that became a sort of
cuss word in the vocabulary of not only
Ancient Hebrews, but also of modern
Jews and non-Jews who have swallowed
Zionist propaganda. However, instead of
being "crass, priggish and materialistic,"
as dictionaries have it, the Philistines,
among their other talents
proouced pottery that displayed skill and
great beauty. While their Israelite contem
poraries were manufacturing undistinguish
ed pots.. .the Philistines were fashioning a
distinctive material culture [Biblical Ar
chaeology Review, Sept.-Oct. 1996].

Discussing the more than 100 civil
ians killed in Lebanon in April, Israeli col
umnist Ari Shavit wrote:
We killed them out of a certain naive
hubris. Believing with absolute certitude
that now, with the White House, the Sen
ate, and much of the American media in
our hands, the lives of others do not count
as much as our own....

Think of what would happen if any
American public official or corporation
executive had said the above! Jews can
tell the truth about themselves, but the
ADL sees to it that no non-Jew can tell
the truth about Jews. It's a nice arrange
ment for an ethnic group that might have
something to hide.
A sort of clone of David Bowie, Israeli
rock star Aviv Gueffen has some morale
lowering news for his adoring fans.
I am ashamed to be represented by a
person as crude as Netanyahu. The dream
of peace has been destroyed. It is time for
us to put our affairs in order and decamp. I
am serious.
Japan. Two other Japanese women
have been raped since the violation last
summer of a 12-year-old girl by American
Negroes in Okinawa. Prime suspect in
one of the rapes, this time in Japan prop
er, is a U.S. staff sergeant, race unspecified.
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whites and make them more racially aware. If we don't act now,
we may lose the unique opportunity we can still take advantage
of. Activism rejuvenates the spirit and hones debating skills, but it
is not a game for egos. It is a deadly serious business. The survi
val of our race may well depend on such skills. Substantial
How to Work the Media
A couple of years ago I embarked on a letter-writing cam
knowledge of the topic under discussion is required, as well as
concentration, dedication and a clear and sensible mind. You are
paign in the opinion section of my local newspaper. I was trying
not preaching to the choir, but trying to urge your race to come
to combat a nagging depression over the darkening tragedy of
to its senses. Debating goofs, nutty dogmatism or illiterate re
my race. Since I write better than I speak, I first avoided the local
marks will get you nowhere.
radio talk shows. Eventually I was compelled to participate in
990
them as well when I found the political correctness of many talk
show participants to be intolerable. I wanted to lend moral sup
,
ADL Pays the Piper
port to like-minded callers. I think I have been somewhat effec
The ADL settled a suit for spying on and invading the privacy
tive in my endeavors. If every city had someone who cares as
much as I do about the white race, our impact could be boosted
of people who subscribe to the Weltblick it opposes by agreeing
to pay $175,000 towards the legal expenses of the plaintiffs-12
a hundredfold.
Middle Eastern policy and history are my subjects of choice.
civil rights groups and seven individuals. Two years ago the ADL
The lack of information or the twisted information about that im
shelled out $75,000 to the city of San Francisco after the District
Attorney dropped criminal charges of purloining confidential po
portant area makes it an appropriate target for "the other side of
lice documents by one of the organization's vast stable of inform
the story." I am not above using erudition provided by a rene
gade Jew like Noam Chomsky, who is in a much better position
ers, snoops and moles. Despite the settlement, charges of unlaw
than I am to acquire a great deal of suppressed information.
ful conduct by the ADL still stand and will not be erased.
What dQ I care if I am using or even plagiarizing a Marxist, if it
suits my purpose? I avoid Holocaust Revisionism because of its
Hillary Sued
complexity and my lack of expertise.
On behalf of 700 former White House employees, Judicial
Watch Inc. is suing Hillary Clinton, Bernie Nussbaum and sundry
When using radio, it helps to develop a relationship with the
host without becoming obsequious and by cooperating with him
other Clintonians, plus the FBI, for $90 million. The plaintiffs
charge that they were severely harmed by the defendants' mis
on topics that do not compromise your principles. But never let
handling of the FBI files that were illegally passed on to the White
him manipulate you.
House.
I am careful not to overstate my case. Stay away from asinine
conspiracy theories or outworn cliches. When dealing with the
mainstream media, subtle insinuation is more effective than pe
•
Irving Unbanned
David Irving, barred from Germany, Italy, Canada, Austria
jorative phrases like "Knesset West."
You do not have to compete with the talk show host in glib
and Australia, was almost banned from a military show in Mon
ness, if you are able to provide information most Americans will
roeville (PA). He had to get a judge'S order to override the wishes
be shocked to learn. Common sense is more usefu I than logorre
of the owners of the premises, who, caving into Jewish pressure,
ha in talk radio.
tried to keep him out. In the end common sense and decency
prevailed and Irving was able to set up a table and sell 100 cop
I am only now acquiring the confidence to take on Rush Lim
baugh or Gordon Liddy. I have heard one excellent and articu
ies of the British edition of his biography of Goebbels. At present
late caller tear into Liddy like a pit bull during the Republican
Irving is looking around for an American publisher for his book,
which was arbitrarily cancelled at the page proof stage by the
primary, culminating in the caller being "iced" when he brought
Liberty. The pro-Zionist misinformation shoveled
up the
lickspittle St. Martin's Press. Some small-time publishers have in
out by both these trucklers has become unbearable.
dicated interest in the book, but Irving is holding out for a main
stream publisher. He may have a long wait.
Certain tactical differences are required when using the
newspaper format. The goal here is to have an effective and con
vincing letter published. Most newspapers in small and mid-size
Web Info
Several subscribers have asked if Howard Allen is planning to
cities are independently owned and will occaSionally publish
pro-Arab letters. I suspect that many editors have been intimidat
establish a Web site. We are thinking about it. Meanwhile at
ed by Jewish advertisers for publishing pro-Arab material and are
least one company is promoting and selling Instauration and Ho
only too happy to receive the rare well-written missive critical of
ward Allen books on the Internet: Fenix Books, Box 224, King
Israel. Several surveys show that the letters to the editor section
ville, MO 64861. Phone: (816) 732-3954. Internet address: http://
is read more avidly than any other part of the newspaper.
www.smartnet.netl
Replying to specific columnists is very effective, especially
within two or three days. Logically organized, focused and con
Anti-Immigration Video
A hard-hitting videotape is available to those who want am
cise letters are more likely to be published than long, meander
ing ones. Let some passion show and don't be afraid to write
munition to fight for a cutback or an end to immigration, legal or
something hard-hitting. But don't be shrill or abusive. Leave that
illegal. With the help of a series of dramatic charts Roy Beck, an
to the anti-Buchanan staff writers.
author and immigration expert, brilliantly and convincingly dem
Try to view letters from the readers' perspective. Stifle the
onstrates that, if the present immigration influx is not sharply re
urge to insult. The purpose of your letter is to inform not alienate.
duced, the U.S. will literally collapse from too many people de
Use facts and references to books or mainstream articles to
manding too many services and putting too great a burden on the
bolster your case. Proof and re-proof your letter before you mail
environment. In only a few decades vast areas of the country will
literally run out of clean air and clean water. The 25-minute tape,
it so you can spot any errors or inconsistencies.
Immigration by the Numbers, can be ordered from the Social
It may only be a matter of time before unfocused white zeal
1
otry brings on hate crime laws that will forbid polemics on racial
Contract Press, 316 /2 E. Mitchell St., Petoskey, MI 49770 or call
matters. We are racing against the clock in the fight to wake up
1-800-352-4843. Price is $9.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling.

u.s.s.
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